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In search of conditions and substances that support life on Mars, the utiliza-

tion of robotic rovers becomes more and more important. However, the task of

robot teleoperation over huge distances involves challenging problems. One of the

biggest challenges is the task of autonomous navigation, in particular localization

and hazard detection. New approaches and navigation systems of recent Mars

rover missions are presented. Based on the particular solutions, a general navi-

gation system for the European Micro-RoSA-2 rover is proposed. In accordance

with the rovers mission objectives and following the navigation system design of

the Sojourner and the European Nanokhod rover, the proposed system consists of

three parts: ground control, lander, and rover. The Earth based control software

enables goal designation, leaving the responsibility of local hazard detection to

the rover. The rover localization function is implemented on the lander, which

continously tracks the vehicle’s motion in order to avoid errors imposed by dead

reckoning estimations. The implementation of the system does mainly focus on

the localization function. By using image processing techniques, active markers

mounted on the rover are detected in a pair of stereo images acquired by the

lander. An estimation of the instantaneous rover position is calculated by match-

ing the back projected marker positions to their actual geometry. The systems

performance was investigated in terms of positioning accuracy and precision. At

a distance of 7.5 m the system shows an accuracy of 4 cm (RMS) whereas the

precision was determined at 2 cm (RMS).
Keywords: Mars rover, navigation, localization, stereo vision,

active marker, image processing
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Within living memory, humanity has always been fascinated by the small glinting

spots on the nightly firmament. The ancient Greeks used to watch the sky and

observed stars and planets, trying to explain the movement of the planets relative

to the fixed stars. The result was the Greek geocentric view of the universe which

is also known as the Ptolemaic system. It is named after Claudius Ptolemaeus,

who was a Greek mathematician, geographer, astronomer, and astrologer who first

rationalized the apparent motions of the planets as they were known in his time.

He believed the planets and sun to orbit the Earth in the order Mercury, Venus,

Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn (see figure 1.1) - a theory which remained the accepted

wisdom until the Polish scholar Copernicus proposed the heliocentric view in 1543.

[She96, Mar07, Vas07]

One of the planets has always been very easy to recognize due to its reddish

appearance: Mars. Thus, it was often adored as god of war and patron of warriors

by many antique peoples of the world. The red planet was the center of numerous

myths and legends outlasting until our century.
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the Ptolemaic system from 1661 (left). Claudius Ptole-

maeus imagined by a 16th century artist (right). [Wik07]

1.1 History of Mars Science

The modern age of observation of Mars began with the Danish astronomer Tycho

Brahe (1546-1601), who made many excellent observations of the planet and its

orbit. His very accurate observations built the fundamentals for his student and

successor Johannes Kepler (1571-1630) to prove in 1609 that the Martian orbit is

elliptical having the sun in its focal point. This revolutionary discovery gave rise for

his development of the three Kepler’s laws which provided one of the foundations

of Isaac Newton’s theory of universal gravitation. Hence, it can be claimed that

physics like it is known today started with the study of Mars.

With the invention of the telescope in 1608 by the Dutchman Hans Liperskeley the

exploration of Mars was ushered in a new age of detailed observation. The Italian

physicist, astronomer, astrologer, and philosopher Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) was

the first scientist studying Mars using a telescope. With increasing quality of

telescopes more and more detailed information about Mars was discovered. In

1659, the Dutch mathematician, astronomer, and physicist Christiaan Huygens

(1629-1695) was able to determine the duration of the Martian day at 24.5 hours ("=
1 sol) by observing a significant dark triangular zone on the planet’s surface called

Syrtis Major. Moreover, he was convinced that Mars features a thin atmosphere

making the planet very similar to earth.
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Huygens was the first to speculate about the existence of life on Mars in a posthu-

mously published speculative treatise called Cosmotheros. This radical idea was

popularised even more when the Italian astronomer Giovanni Virginio Schiapar-

elli (1835-1910) made use of a close approach of Mars in 1877 to draw a detailed

map of the red planet (see figure 1.2). He believed to observe long straight fea-

tures connecting the dark regions which were interpreted as waters in this time.

He described his observation using the Italian phrase canali which was famously

mistranslated as ”canals”.

Figure 1.2: Carta di Marte by Giovanni Virginio Schiaparelli in 1877 (left). Orig-

inal cover of H. G. Wells roman War Of The Worlds published in 1897 (right).

The assumed close similarity of Earth and Mars, indicated by the similar inclina-

tion of the rotational axis, the ice-covered polar caps and the existence of a thin

atmosphere, together with the obvious edification of artificial canals, made many

astronomers believe in the existence of intelligent life on Mars. Many decades

later these canals were shown to be an optical illusion, but the idea of Martian

life remained with the publication of Herbert George Wells famous roman War Of

The Worlds in 1897.

In the following years, many important observations followed. In 1877, the Amer-

ican astronomer Asaph Hall (1829-1907) discovered the two Mars moons called

Phobos and Deimos following the names of the two attendants of the Mars god

in Homer’s ”Ilias”. In 1924, scientists at the Mount Wilson Observatories (South-

ern California) managed to measure the heat emission from the Martian surface
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and determined high temperature variations between #85 !C and 15 !C during a

Martian day, which indicated a very thin atmospheric layer. In the same time, sci-

entists at the Link Observatories managed to measure the diameter of the Martian

atmosphere with the help of color-filtered images.

In contrast to the common belief in the past century that the observed dark regions

were oceans, these regions were now interpreted as vegetation whereas the bright

areas were considered to be deserts. This belief changed when the first close-

up images of the Martian surface were taken in 1965 when the American probe

Mariner 4 successfully achieved a flyby to Mars. Mariner 4 returned 22 images of

the surface, unmasking the dark areas as huge landscape formations like basins,

canyons and craters (see figure 1.3). A new era for mars science began.

Figure 1.3: The first close-up image ever taken of Mars from the Mariner 4 space-

craft in 1965 (left). Mariner 4 image showing a heavily cratered area in western

Memnonia Fossae on Mars (right). [NAS07b]

With the new technical possibilities, more detailed information achieved from the

Mariner 9 orbiter and the two Viking Landers that landed on Mars in 1976 ruled

out the possibility of any life on Mars. Like Earth, Mars has polar ice caps and

clouds in its atmosphere, seasonal weather patterns, volcanoes and canyons, but

conditions on Mars vary wildly from what we know on our own planet. The Viking

landers revealed that Mars is a cold, dry and sterile planet with extreme temper-

atures and a very thin atmosphere. The terrain is rough and often untraversable.
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A detailed comparison of bulk and atmospheric parameters of Earth and Mars is

given in table 1.1. [AC95, NAS06]

Parameter Mars Earth Ratio

Mass (1024 kg) 0.6419 5.9736 0.107

Volume (1010 km3) 16.318 108.321 0.151

Equatorial radius (km) 3397 6378 0.533

Mean density ( kg
m3 ) 3933 5520 0.713

Surface gravity (m
s2 ) 3.69 9.78 0.377

Solar irradiance ( W
m2 ) 589.2 1367.6 0.431

Mean surface temperature (K) 288 210 1.371

Diurnal temperature range (K) 283# 293 184# 242

Mean surface pressure (mb) 6.9# 9 1014 0.01

Table 1.1: Comparison of Mars and Earth regarding bulk and atmospheric param-

eters. [DDRW07]

As the Viking landers didn’t show any evidence for biological activity, the scien-

tists did not specifically search for signs of life anymore but for conditions and

substances that support it, such as water [NAS06]. Further exploration needs to

be done in order to obtain a better insight to the Martian environment, but due

to the planet’s extreme conditions it is not feasible yet to send humans to Mars.

A human mission to Mars would involve a much heavier spacecraft than unmanned

probes due to the weight of the crew, the supplies, and the life support systems.

The trip itself requires several months as the planet’s minimum distance from

Earth is about 55.7 · 106 km. Extreme temperature variations, low gravity, and

atmospheric conditions with extreme low pressure and toxic gases constitute a

hazardous environment for human beings. The absence of a global magnetic field

together with the very thin atmosphere renders Mars vulnerable to space radiation

caused by cosmic ray nuclei and solar flares and results in long-term health risks

due to radiation exposure [DTP01].

Unmanned missions are therefore a necessary precursor to piloted flights to Mars
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whereas the use of robotic rovers constitutes an attractive and suitable option.

Their use enables the transport of measurement and sampling instruments to var-

ious locations of scientific interest like rocks and crevasses. Instead of just landing

points, large surface areas can be explored. The utilization of rovers increases the

mission flexibility, providing capabilities to react adaptively to actual observations

which enables them to access places of particular interest. [SJ95]

1.2 Robotic Exploration Rovers

The utilization of robotic rovers for space exploration missions started already in

1970 when the Soviet Union launched the Luna 17 spacecraft which carried the first

roving remote-controlled robot supposed to operate on another world, Lunokhod

1 (see figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4: The Soviet Lunokhod 1 Rover (left). The tracks of the rover showing

the ”little wheel” in the center that was used for odometry (right). [NAS07a]

Lunokhod 1 was a lunar vehicle formed of a tub-like compartment with a large

convex lid on eight independently electrically powered wheels with a diameter of

51 cm. The vehicle was powered by a solar cell array, mounted on the bottom of

the lid. It measured about 2.2 m in length and 1.6 m in width, with a total mass

of 750 kg.

During operation, the robot was guided in real-time by a five person team at the

Deep Space Center near Moscow. The operations of Lunokhod o!cially ceased on
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October 1971 after 11 months of operation and 10.54 km travelled distance. By

that time it had transmitted more than 20000 pictures and had conducted more

than 500 lunar soil tests. [NAS07a]

In 1971, the Russians launched the Mars 2 and Mars 3 missions. The spacecrafts

consisted of identical orbiter and lander modules, both carrying a small robot called

Prop-M (see figure 1.5). The Prop-M rover was not only the first exploration

rover reaching the Martian surface, but also the first non-wheeled vehicle realized

for space applications. The main frame was a squat box with a small protrusion

at the center, supported on two wide flat skis, each driven by two rotating levers.

The robot had a total mass of 4.5 kg and was tethered to the lander module by a

15 m cable.

Figure 1.5: The Russian Prop-M Rover of the Mars 2 and Mars 3 mission (left).

The Mars 3 descent module (right) was able to place the rover on the surface by

a manipulator arm. [NAS07c]

The vehicle was supposed to perform measurements every 1.5 m during operation

in the field of view of the lander’s television cameras. When its tactile obstacle

detection bars found an obstacle, the rover automatically initiated a sequence of

moving backward, turning and moving forward again - an autonomous mechanism

providing fast reactions in the presence of long telecommunication delays. Unfor-

tunately both missions were lost before surface operations had been performed.

[NAS07c, SJ95]

More than 20 years later, in December 1996, NASA’s low-cost planetary discovery
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mission Mars Pathfinder was launched. Consisting of a stationary lander and a

surface rover, the mission had the primary objective of demonstrating the feasi-

bility of low-cost missions and to perform scientific measurements to characterize

the Martian environment for further exploration. [NAS05]

The six-wheeled micro-rover, which has been named Sojourner, was developed

in the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) of NASA (see figure 1.6). It is about

28 cm high, 63 cm long, and 48 cm wide with a total mass of 10.5 kg. The primary

task of the rover was to picture the lander’s status after surface impact from

three di"erent places at a distance of 10 m and to carry out scientific experiments.

Finally, pictures from the areas beyond the lander’s field of view should be taken.

[SJ95, NAS05]

Figure 1.6: The Sojourner rover in the development phase (left) and imaged

from the lander module on Mars (right). [NAS07e, NAS05]

Basically the rover was controlled by a human operator who used transmitted

images obtained by both the rover and lander systems. To overcome problems in-

duced by long communication delays, the rover was equipped with an autonomous

hazard avoidance system. The mission was designed to operate for about one

month, but finally images were taken and experiments performed until September

1997 when after 83 Mars days communications were lost for unknown reasons.

[NAS05]

The last successful Mars rover mission was launched in mid-2003. The Mars Ex-

ploration Rover mission is part of NASA’s Mars Exploration Program, a long-term
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e"ort of robotic exploration of the red planet. The program’s primary scientific

goal is to search for and characterize a wide range of rocks and soils that hold clues

to past water activity on Mars, to characterize the planets climate and geology

and to prepare for human exploration of Mars. For this reason, the two identical

Mars rovers Spirit and Opportunity (see figure 1.7) were targeted to locations

on opposite sides of Mars that appear to have been a"ected by liquid water in the

past. [Jet07b]

Figure 1.7: Animation of Mars Exploration Rover (left). Mars Exploration Rover

together with MFEX rover (right). [Jet07b]

Unlike Sojourner, which was dependent on the lander module for communica-

tion, the Mars Exploration Rovers feature a powerful radio link for communication

with Earth and orbiting spacecraft, making them free to roam the red planet in

any direction. The rovers carry a suite of instruments for science and navigation,

including a panoramic camera and navigation cameras. An inertial measurement

unit provides further information on position and attitude. [NAS07d, Jet07b]

Both of NASA’s Mars Exploration Rovers have completed all the primary objec-

tives of the mission and are still operating. Until now Opportunity has travelled

a distance of more than 10 km whereas Spirit’s odometry almost reached the 7 km

mark. [Jet07b]

So far, five rovers have been sent to Mars in the context of the Russian Mars 2

and 3 mission in 1971 and the American Mars Pathfinder and Mars Exploration

Rover mission in 1997 and 2004. Beyond this, two future missions are currently
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scheduled to be launched - Mars Science Laboratory and ExoMars.

Scheduled to launch in the fall of 2009, Mars Science Laboratory is part of NASA’s

Mars Exploration Program. The Mars Science Laboratory is a rover that is being

designed to assess whether Mars ever had an environment capable of supporting

microbial life. The rover is designed to be larger than both Viking landers. It

will carry instruments for drilling rock cores, grinding the rock into samples and

dividing and transporting the samples to the individual scientific instruments on

board. [Jet07c]

ExoMars is the first flagship mission to be assessed by the European Aurora pro-

gram founded by ESA in 2001. The primary objective of Aurora is to create and

implement a European long-term plan for the robotic and human exploration of

the solar system and especially Mars. The involved rover will be able to travel a

few kilometers over the Martian surface carrying a lightweight drilling system, a

sampling and handling device, and a set of scientific instruments. It will mostly

operate autonomously using optical navigation sensors. [ESA07]

Although ESA has never sent a rover to Mars, the earliest work addressing Mars

robotics was already done in 1987 with the so-called Mars Rover Mission study.

Based on further studies, ESA Automation and Robotics section started the Micro-

robots for Scientific Applications (Micro-ROSA) activity and initiated the devel-

opment of the Nanokhod micro-rover (see figure 1.8). Motivation for the devel-

opment of Nanokhod was the idea of depoloying instruments or sensor heads on

a small rover, acting as an extended robotic arm and thus extending the range

of scientific measurements from the immediate vicinity of the lander to a wider

radius. [ESA06]

The rover has a total mass of 3.3 kg fitting into a volume of 220$ 160$ 65 mm3.

The scientific payload is mounted in the central payload cab which is suspended

between the two tracked locomotion units and can be rotated by ±180 ! around

its axis allowing to place the instruments in di"erent heights at any angle between

horizontal and vertical position against the sample.

The rover’s sealed tracks are made of thin stainless steel metal foils with attached
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of concepts allowed for a system level trade-off, where

the criteria had been agreed among all project partners

and ESA. In the final ranking based on the scores of

three reviewers, the tracked rover concept called

“Nanokhod”  was ahead its competitors, mainly due to

the high ratings for functional performance, low

consumption of resources and low development risk.

Second in the rating was the Stepping Triple Wheel

concept “SpaceCat”. Both concepts, the Nanokhod and

the SpaceCat, denoted Model A and B respectively, had

been retained for advanced breadboarding with special

emphasis on the Nanokhod concept.

An important objective of the Micro-RoSA

contract  was the definition of a conceptual design for a

micro-rover flight design of  Model A (“Nanokhod”),

addressing payload accommodation and overall

configuration aspects as well as all subsystem issues

including control and data handling. This activity

implied proof-of-concept tests for critical subsystem

issues  with respect to resistance to Mars environmental

conditions, such as motor or track sealing deep

temperature behavior.

Breadboard model A was built by vH&S, while

Mecanex together with EPFL realized the laboratory

breadboard  B. Both models have been successfully

tested for payload accommodation and locomotion

performance during the preliminary acceptance tests at

DLR Köln on 22
nd

 October 1998.

3 NANOKHOD DESIGN DESCRIPTION

The idea and concept of “Nanokhod” being the basis of

Micro-RoSA model A was initially developed by

MPICh in 1992. Several laboratory models had been

developed in close cooperation with vH&S company,

prior to the start of the Micro-RoSA contract with ESA.

Funding at that time was provided by MPICh and

German national funding by the DARA, Bonn (Deutsche

Agentur für Raumfahrtangelegenheiten).

The Nanokhod is designed with emphasis on the

optimal integration of its scientific payload (Figure 1).

Its core is the central Payload Cab (PLC), suspended in

the center rotation axis by two Payload Cab Levers. The

levers provide 2 degrees of freedom to position the PLC.

The scientific instruments are mounted in the PLC such

that they look through the two open ends. The box can

be rotated by +/- 180° around its axis in order to place

first one end of the PLC and subsequently the other end

in front of the same sample without moving the rover’s

locomotion units. This way it is possible to place the

instruments in different heights at any angle between

horizontal and vertical position against the sample (e.g.

the surface of a rock) and by locking downward soil

analysis can be performed. Locomotion is performed by

sealed tracks, made of thin stainless steel metal foils and

attached metal cleats for improved traction.

Furthermore, the Locomotion Units contain the motors,

gears, and the rover subsystems for power provision,

telecommunication and control. The LUs are connected

by a mechanical bridge (Tether Unit), housing two

tether spools for wire-based power and

telecommunication transmission between the rover and

the lander.

tether wires

Locomotion Unit #1
(LU1, port side)

Locomotion Unit #2
(LU2, starboard side)

Tether Unit
(TU)

 
Payload Cab (PLC)

P/L Cab Lever #2 (PLCL2)

Figure 1. Isometric Sketch of the Micro-ROSA Model A Concept “Nanokhod”

Figure 1.8: Breadboard drawing of Nanokhod micro-rover (left). The

Nanokhod in the Planetary Utilisation Testbed, Automation and Robotics Lab-

oratories, ESTEC. [ESA06]

metal cleats. The maximum locomotion speed is about 5 m
h whereas the vehicle

is able to overcome 10 cm high obstacles by using the payload cab as a climbing

aid. The locomotion units are connected by a mechanical bridge housing two

tether spools for wire-based power and telecommunication transmission between

the rover and the lander. Since both, power provision and telecommunication, rely

on the lander, neither batteries nor a radio link have to be accommodated within

the mass and volume constraints of the rover, resulting in a very high payload to

total mass ratio. [vVBR99, BKR+00]

In 1998 the ESA Exobiology Team, a team of scientists studying the issue of

where and how to look for extraterrestrial life, published a report called The search

of Life on Mars. The report advocated the development on an ESA exobiology

investigation facility (EIF), an automated set of instruments and sample processing

tools to detect signatures of life in soil and rock samples [ESA06]. As learned from

the NASA Viking and Pathfinder missions, sampling of surface soil and rocks

gain only limited scientific information as organic signatures tend to be erased

by surface processes like weathering, oxidation and exposure to UV. Hence, the

exobiology investigation must be performed on pristine samples that have never

been exposed to the surface environment, which is given by: [ASS02, ESA98]

• surface samples, extracted from surface stones and rocks by coring at the
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depth of few centimeters,

• deep soil samples, extracted vertically from a depth of more than one meter.

With the goal to develop a micro driller-rover, capable to acquire soil and rock

samples, ESA Automation and Robotics section initiated the Micro-Robots for Sci-

entific Applications II activity. Among others, the rover should meet the following

operational requirements: [SSH+02]

• Reach sampling locations in a 15 m radius around a lander spacecraft.

• Drill up to 2 meters into non-homogeneous regolith of unknown hardness.

• Drill up to several centimeters into surface rocks and stones.

• Deliver samples to analysis instruments on the lander.

• Overall mass must be less than 12 kg.

Based on the Nanokhod architecture, the Finnish Technical Research Center

VTT, Space Systems Finland SSF and Helsinki University of Technology HUT

developed a functional prototype of the Robotic Sampling System which consists

of the following components: [ESA98]

Drilling and Sampling Subsystem (DSS). The subsystem performs the sam-

pling and stores the samples prior to their delivery to the lander.

A Mobile Drilling Platform (MDP). A small rover designed to house the DSS

and transport it between the lander and the sample acquisition locations.

Docking and Sample Delivery Port (DSDP). The DSDP is mounted on the

lander and allows the handing over of samples from the MDP to the Sample

Processing and Distribution System.
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EUROPEAN TRACKED MICRO-ROVER FOR PLANETARY SURFACE EXPLORATION:

R. Bertrand, G. Klingelhöfer, R. Rieder, M. van Winnendael, M. Zelikman

13 June 2000, vH&S/Be

Within an ESA-funded research and technology devel-

opment activity “Micro-Robots for Scientific Applications”

(Micro-RoSA), a conceptual design baseline was developed

covering all subsystems of the Nanokhod rover. Furthermore,

an advanced laboratory model was designed and built, al-

lowing for tests on locomotion capabilities and payload ac-

commodation (Fig. 3). Further tests addressed aspects of

critical technologies, such as the tether, deep temperature and

vacuum resistance of single components (motors and seal-

ings).

Fig. 3: Nanokhod Laboratory Model climbing a Slope

on Mars Soil Simulant

Thrust

Pipe carousel

String

Pipe

Tool-bit

Drill

Fig. 4: Drilling and Sampling Subsystem for Accom-

modation in the Nanokhod Payload Cab

Nanokhod for Sub-Surface Sampling: Another

ESA technology development activity called Micro-

RoSA 2 currently underway focuses on drilling and

sampling using an upscaled Nanokhod-type rover [2].

The requirements call for the capability to drill up to 2

meters into regolith and up to several centimeters into

rocks or stones. Samples are to be taken at a given

depth allowing to investigate soil layering and pre-

serving the morphology of the sample. Fig. 4 shows the

Drilling and Sampling Subsystem (DSS). Within a vol-

ume of 110 x 110 x 350 mm and a mass envelope of

5 kg, it contains up to 9 separate drill pipes and drill

bits in two carousels. Besides the rotative/pushing me-

chanics, drilling can be supported by percussion using

an ultrasonic transducer which is integrated in the bot-

tom pipe. The DSS is designed to be mounted in a

bridge structure in place of the instrument payload cab

(Fig. 5). The rover carrying this payload would be of

course larger with a total mass of about 12 kg.

The Micro-RoSA2 activity will produce laboratory

prototypes of the DSS to be mounted on a rover mock-

up, as well as a docking and sample delivery port,

which would receive the samples collected by the rover

on a stationary lander.

Fig. 5: Nanokhod Rover Mockup for Deep Drilling

Conclusions and Outlook: Design and development

work in Europe on the Nanokhod micro-rover for sci-

entific surface exploration has progressed to a state,

where the technical feasibility has been or is currently

demonstrated by advanced laboratory models. Besides

a small Nanokhod rover for in-situ measurements,

these activities also include deep drilling and sampling

on a larger version of this rover (Micro-RoSA2). An-

other complementary activity called “Payload Support

for Planetary Exploration” focuses on a complete end-

to-end control system for a Nanokhod-type rover,

leading to a demonstrator for system testing. Finally, a

continuation of the Micro-RoSA has been initiated in

order to address in detail all issues of environmental

compatibility of a Nanokhod rover, including a com-

plete system environmental test. This all together will

lead to a sound basis, where a Nanokhod flight model

can be finalized with low risk and within 2 to 3 years.

References: [1] Bertrand, R. et al: Nanokhod Micro-

rover for Scientific Missions to Mars; IAF-99-Q.3.07;

[2] M. van Winnendael et al.: Nanokhod Microrover

heading towards Mars. I-Sairas’99, ESA-SP-440, 1999.
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Figure 1.9: Breadboard drawing of the MDP (left). MDP prototype Rosa-2 in

drilling configuration. [SSH+02]

The MDP was developed in 1999 in the context of the ROSA-2 project at HUT

in cooperation with the Russian RCL-company 1. The resulting rover prototype

RoSA-2 will be used in this thesis project.

As the Nanokhod rover was designed to carry only instruments that perform in

situ measurements instead of returning samples back to the lander, the Nanokhod

architecture had to be adapted. In order to fit the DSS the RoSA-2 rover (see

figure 1.9) had to be scaled up from the original Nanokhod size to 400$ 400$
110 mm3. Returning back to the lander was considered to require both unwinding

and rewinding the 40 m tether. Moreover the bridge was connected to the levers

instead between the tracks to increase the ground clearance which is now adjustable

from #20 cm to +20 cm to meet the requirements of the terrain. The payload cab

which carries the DSS can be tilted a full 360 degrees in order to allow for drilling

in all angles. [SSH+02]

As the mission requires the rover to operate only in the direct vicinity of the lander,

the rover is supposed to be controlled with the help of a lander-based camera which

acquires a panoramic image of the surrounding area. Based on the images, science

and rover path planning can be performed by human operators on Earth, but due

to the communication latency between Earth and Mars the short navigation tasks

and all drill functions have to be controlled autonomously. [SSH+02]

1RCL is a spin-o! of the VNIITRANSMASH institute, the designer of the Nanokhod rover.
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1.3 Mars Rover Navigation

The utilization of robotic rovers is an attractive and necessary option for Mars

exploration missions, but the task of robot teleoperation over huge distances in-

volves further challenging problems. When operating the Lunokhod moon-rover

(see chapter 1.2) over a distance of 380 · 103 km, it was still possible to guide it in

real-time from an Earth based control center. With a distance between 56 ·106 km

and 400 · 106 km Mars is about 1000 times further away from Earth than Moon.

This leads to a one-way communication latency between 6 to 22 minutes and low

communication bandwidths. Furthermore, communication can not be achieved

continoulsly due to constraints given by power budget and the constellation of

planets as well as communication satellites. [AC95, MJC+06]

These circumstances make it unfeasible for an Earth based human operator to

regularly intervene and correct the rover navigation, which results further in a

limitation of the operational speed, consuming much of the rover’s useful lifetime.

In order to maximize the number of science operations per day the rover must pos-

sess a certain degree of autonomy to overcome the problems mentioned. The rover

has to be controlled by more abstract telecommands (e.g. move to target) which

are sent to the rover and then executed autonomously according to the supervisory

control paradigm described by Sheridan in 1992 [She92]. Therefore, based on its

onboard sensor information, the rover itself has to sense its environment, locate

its current position and avoid obstacles while navigating to the targets.

The Russsian Prop-M rovers (see chapter 1.2) were already able to avoid ob-

stacles autonomously while moving to desired targets. With increasing compu-

tational power and better sensor technology more sophisticated systems can be

realized now, but the critical requirement for autonomous navigation in the uncer-

tain Martian environment is still one of the most challenging problems faced by

designers of planetary rovers.

The task of autonomous rover navigation can be decomposed into the following

four functions: [Mat95]
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Goal designation. Where does the rover need to end up?

Rover localization. Where is the rover now?

Path selection. Which path should the rover take to the goal?

Hazard detection. Where are the obstacles?

Implementations of these functions can basically make use of a representation of

the rover’s environment, perhaps in form of a map which is either known a priori

or generated during the operation.

For space applications it is important to notice that not all four functions are

critical to communication delays. The tasks of goal designation and path selection

do not neccessarily require continous interaction with the navigation system during

the operation. Usually the ground system allows the missions scientists to select

sites of scientific interest by using digital terrain models of the environment. The

model is typically constructed from images which are acquired by the rover and

transmitted to Earth. Subsequently possible paths to the target are explored

and evaluated by the rover operator. Often various automation tools like path

planners or rover simulators are used in order to minimize power consumption,

risk of slipping on slopes, etc. Also recovery actions, supposed to be executed in

case of anomalies, can be selected in advance. Based on the chosen strategy a set

of high-level commands is generated and finally downloaded to the space segment.

The received commands are then executed autonomously by the rover without fur-

ther need for guidance by the ground station. This requires the implementation

of the rover localization and hazard detection function on the space segment. In

order to pilot the rover along the pre-defined path, the localization function has

to track continously the rover’s position. When anomalies (e.g. obstacles) are

detected by the hazard detection function they can be either compensated auto-

matically or the rover enters a safe mode, waiting for new instruction during the

next communication window. In the nominal case the rover will successfully finish

the task execution by entering a stand-by state. [FTS+00, MMN+98, NPV+05]



Chapter 2

Mars Rover Navigation Systems

The research on autonomous robot navigation technologies began in the 1970s

when the first Automated Guided Vehicles (AVG) were navigated on factory floors

using wire-guidance techniques. Until now, the field of mobile robot navigation is

still active and vibrant. With increasing computational power and improved sen-

sor technologies, more flexible and accurate systems have been developed. Many

approaches, especially for localization and obstacle avoidance in indoor environ-

ments, can be found in literature. Typical localization techniques can basically be

divided into two groups: dead reckoning and reference guidance [SJ95, BEFW97].

Dead reckoning refers to the process of estimating the current position by ad-

vancing some previously determined position through known velocity vector infor-

mation, whereas the determination of the velocity vector bases on self-contained

sensing like odometry or inertial sensors. Thus, the instantaneous position is de-

termined relative to the initial position. The technique provides good short-term

accuracy and allows high sampling rates, but the position error typically grows

with time and travelled distance due to systematic and non-systematic errors.

This errors can be induced for example by misalignment of wheels, wheel slippage

or sensor drifts. [Eve95, SJ95]

Reference guidance means that the localization is done relative to a reference

coordinate frame of external beacons. Adequate beacons are either passive or
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active. An example for a passive beacon would be a natural landmark, whereas

an artificial radio signal would constitute an active beacon. By measuring the

distances or bearings to at least three beacons, the instantaneous position can be

calculated using trilateration or triangulation techniques respectively. [Eve95]

Besides localization, hazard detection is an important function of navigation sys-

tems. Typical hazard detection techniques for indoor environments use tactile,

proximity or ranging sensors like ultrasound to detect static or moving obstacles

in the close proximity of the robot. The sensed data is often used to generate

reactive movements of the robot in order to avoid collisions in realtime. The most

widely used technique to translate range information into motion commands is

the artificial potential field method, originally proposed in [Kha86]. Other ap-

proaches use fuzzy logic reasoning to avoid obstacles by fusing range information

from multiple sensors [DF93].

Although this techniques provide very good results in indoor environments, the ap-

plication in outdoor environments is more complicated. In contrast to the usually

well structured indoor environment, environments for outdoor robots are typically

highly unstructured and often not known a priori. Gained sensor information

in outdoor environments is generally less reliable, disturbed by the influence of

vegetation, moisture, dust, changing light conditions and external forces.

As dead reckoning techniques for indoor robots can typically assume a 2D environ-

ment because they move on even floors, this is not given for outdoor environments

any more. The working field in outdoor applications is generally bumpy, consist-

ing of mounds and troughs. Hence, position deduction techniques have to combine

more di"erent sensors to determine the 3D pose and velocity vector, making the

system more complicated and less reliable. Imperfect ground conditions further de-

crease reliability, since measurement errors of the odometry can easily accumulate

to significant deviations of the estimated pose.

Moreover, it is often not possible to place artificial landmarks in outdoor envi-

ronments so that reference guidance systems have to rely on natural landmarks.

In contrast to indoor environment features like walls, edges and corners, natural
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features are much more di!cult to detect and sometimes not even available.

To overcome these problems, the techniques have to be adapted and di"erent

sensor types have to be used. For example, wheel slipping errors can be reduced by

coupling the odometry sensor to a free running extra wheel like it was done with the

Lunokhod rovers (see figure 1.4). Classical odometry sensors like encoders and

resolvers can be supported by optical systems where position and heading changes

are estimated by using laser range finders or cameras which do not need any

ground interaction [TE01, CMM05]. Landmark based reference guidance systems

can make use of natural landmarks like tree trunks or bushes as described in

[For01].

The majority of mobile outdoor robots still relies on dead reckoning as the back-

bone of their navigation systems. To overcome the problem of accumulated pose

estimation errors, the relative pose estimation is often combined with absolute

beacon based systems by using sensor fusion techniques like extended Kalman fil-

tering [Mae01]. The utilization of magnetic compasses for example is a common

way for absolute heading determination in outdoor environments. Satellite posi-

tioning systems have become even more important in the last years. The most

widely used infrastructure for satellite positioning is the Global Positioning Sys-

tem (GPS), enabling absolute localization with an accuracy in the order of 10 m.

Using advanced techniques like Di"erential or Code-Phase Di"erential GPS, the

accuracy can be improved to the range of a few meters or even centimeters [Eve95].

A famous example for autonomous outdoor navigation is given by the unmanned

ground vehicle Stanley (see figure 2.1), which won the 2005 DARPA1 Grand

Challenge. The car based robot was developed under the leadership of Stanford

University. Its advanced autonomous navigation system utilizes an Unscented

Kalman filter (UKF) to incorporate observations from a GPS receiver, a GPS

compass, an inertial guidance system, and wheel encoders. LIDAR laser-ranging

units, a pair of RADAR units and a stereo camera were used to detect and avoid

obstacles. [TMD+06]

1Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
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Figure 2.1: The unmanned ground vehicle Stanley (left) managed in the context

of the DARPA Grand Challenge to navigate a 142-mile long course through the

Mojave desert (right) in less than 7 hours. [TMD+06]

As this example shows, the research in outdoor environment navigation systems

brought out some e"ective and successful techniques for determining pose and

motion of outdoor robots as well as for detecting the presence of obstacles. Un-

fortunately Mars does not possess a typical outdoor environment compared to

Earth (compare chapter 1.1). New environmental constraints imply that naviga-

tion techniques that can be feasibly used on Mars rovers di"er from those amenable

to Earth-based robotics as the involved sensors’ underlying physical phenomena

(e.g. optical, acoustic, inertial, magnetic) di"er or do not even exist. Moreover,

typical Mars rover missions entail further programmatic constraints due to limi-

tations related to mass, volume, power and operability, which are often non-issues

for Earth-based applications. [TH02]

2.1 Environmental and Programmatic Constraints

Environmental and programmatic constraints limit the utilization of Earth-based

solutions for rover navigation techniques. Autonomous rovers designed for Mars

exploration missions must be capable of navigating in extreme surface conditions,

including boulders and ridges, sand and dust covered pits as well as unstable

surfaces such as soft sand and extreme slopes (see figure 2.2). Typically no detailed
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a-priori knowledge exists about the landing site’s environment, far away from

Earth.

Figure 2.2: Panorama of the Pathfinder missions landing site demonstrating the

hazardous surface conditions on Mars. [NAS05]

The utilized sensor electronics have to be qualified to operate within extreme tem-

perature variations, reduced gravity and low atmospheric pressure. Moreover, the

system has to withstand the intensified radiation exposure on Mars. The navi-

gation technology has to be robust in order to survive high forces and vibrations

during launch and planetary landing impact. Most of those properties can hardly

be tested on Earth. Especially thermal vacuum and low gravity tests are complex

and expensive.

Beyond this, the system design is also driven by typical mission objectives. In

general, the utilized technology is required to provide a long lifetime whereas no

maintenance can be performed after launch. The system has to be highly reliable

and deterministic since in case of a failure no rescue is possible and the rover is lost.

Moreover, the design must comply with certain requirements regarding rover size

and mass in order to keep the capacity for scientific payload as large as possible.

A further design driver is the available power budget, as low power consumption

by the navigation system allows increased scientific throughput. [TH02, Put02]

Preferred systems for rover navigation on Mars are mechanically simple, require low

power and mass and are flight qualified [TH02]. Thus, sensors involving less moving

parts like laser range finders are preferred over mechanically complex sensors such

as laser scanners. The Sojourner rover, for instance, used an active triangulation
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sensor which did not involve any mechanical scanning system for hazard detection

(see chapter 2.4.1). Whenever passive systems can be used, those are preferred over

active systems due to their reduced power consumption. The Mars Exploration

Rovers hazard detection function, for example, relies solely on passive stereo vision

(see chapter 2.4.2).

The mentioned constraints also imply that typical Earth-based solutions have to

be adapted or can not be applied at all. As the Martian atmosphere di"ers from

that on Earth, special calibration has to be done when using acoustic sensors such

as ultrasound on Mars, having in mind that the speed of sound is a function of

gas constant, temperature and specific heat ratio. Also the reduced gravity on

the Martian surface changes the behavior of sensors like mechanical inclinometers

and implies a special calibration for accelerometer based inclinometers. The Mar-

tian environment further complicates the utilization of landmark based navigation

techniques since the desert-like color-monotone landscape can provide only weak

natural landmarks. Navigation systems based on magnetic compasses or GPS can

not be used at all due to the negligible magnetic field on Mars and the absence of

an infrastructure for a satellite based positioning system.

2.2 Innovative Approaches for Mars Rover Lo-

calization

Since especially absolute measurement techniques involving magnetic compasses or

GPS are quite important for robotic rover localization in outdoor environments, a

lot of research has been done to substitute these technologies in Mars applications.

Three approaches are presented in the following.

2.2.1 Sun Sensor for Absolute Heading Detection on Mars

Since dead reckoning is very sensitive to measurement errors, outdoor rovers can

not rely on odometry only when high accuracy is needed over longer distances.
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This is particularly critical for heading deviations since any small orientation error

causes a constant lateral drift of the position estimation. To achieve absolute head-

ing measurements, Earth-based robots often employ magnetic compasses. How-

ever, this is not possible on Mars due to the planet’s negligible magnetic field.

Following the navigation approaches of spacecraft and marine vehicles, the utiliza-

tion of celestial navigation sensors on Mars has been investigated. In 1998, Do-

raiswami [DP98] designed a sun sensor for position estimation of planetary rovers.

The device consisted of a lateral e"ects sensor, located at the focal plane of a sys-

tem of lenses which captures the incoming sun light. The sensor was designed to

determine the position of the sun in terms of elevation and azimuth coordinates.

Combined with additional information of the sensor’s roll and pitch angle and the

sun’s ephemeris data, the rover’s heading could be calculated, but the implemen-

tation turned out to be computationally expensive and therefore not suitable for

real-time applications. In 1999, Volpe [Vol99] from NASA’s Jet Propulsion Labo-

ratory (JPL) reported results of testing a similar device tested on their Rocky 7

Mars rover research prototype. The system showed better performance regarding

computational power but was very sensitive to calibration errors.

Figure 2.3: Sun sensor for absolute heading detection (left) mounted on NASA’s

JPL FIDO Rover (right) which is shown together with NASA’s Pathfinder and

Mars Exploration Rover. [Jet07a]

In 2001, scientists from NASA’s JPL FIDO Rover team reported a new sensor

design. Instead of the two-dimensional photo diode like lateral e"ect sensors, the

device comprises of a CCD camera with two noise reducing neutral density filters
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and a wide-angel fish eye lens. After calibration of the optical system, elevation

and azimuth of the sun’s centroid is determined by feature extraction techniques.

The sensor is able to handle e"ects of atmospheric conditions such as cloud cover

and uncertainties of the rovers attitude (roll, pitch). It provides only small errors

between the compass and sun sensor readings within ±3 degrees, but the possible

collection of dust on the sensor optics during a long time mission was seen as a

major challenge. The technology was already used on the Mars Exploration rovers

and is currently in the process of being employed on NASA’s future Sample Return

Rovers. [TOHC+01]

2.2.2 Mars Network as a Global Navigation Satellite Sys-

tem for Mars

A common sensor for localization of robotic rovers in outdoor environments on

Earth is the satellite-based Global Positioning System (GPS). Unfortunately, there

exists no analogous infrastructure for global positioning on Mars. This constitutes

a major limiting factor of localization accuracy of Mars rover navigation systems,

but potential viable solutions have already been studied.

In 1999, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory has proposed the development of a

communication and navigation satellite system for Mars, called the Mars Network

[CHDJBN99, BCE+00]. The primary goals of the satellite constellation are

• to provide a reliable high bandwidth communication link between future

landers, exploration rovers, and Earth by relaying all communication through

the Mars Network, and

• to provide in-situ navigation capabilities to enable more precise targeting

and location information for spacecraft approach and Mars rover navigation.

The proposed constellation would consist of six micro-satellites (Micro-Sats) in

800 km altitude circular orbits, a small number of Mars-orbiting aerostationary

satellites (Mars-Sats) and a set of large deep space tracking antennas located on
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Earth (see figure 2.4). In this constellation, the Micro-Sats would be responsible

for the global coverage communication link between landed elements and Earth

as well as for the position determination in a manner analogous to that of the

GPS system. The larger Mars-Sats would mainly provide increased Earth link

performance, increased surface link capacities and nearly continuous coverage over

the most of the Martian hemisphere under their stationary longitudes.

Figure 2.4: The Mars Network configuration (left) consisting of six Micro-Sats

(right) and a small number of Mars-orbiting aerostationary Mars-Sats. [Jet99]

Compared to Earth based tracking via the Deep Space Network which provides a

positioning accuracy of about 75 km on Mars surface, the Mars Network constel-

lation would provide a positioning accuracy of about 10 m within a mean response

time of 1.5 hours and a real-time positioning up to the accuracy of 200 m [Jet99].

The satellites were supposed to be deployed every two years, riding as auxiliary

payload on Ariane 5 launches starting from 2003. Thus, the final constellation

would slowly build up until 2011. Unfortunately, this plan currently appears to be

postponed indefinitely due to budget constraints.

2.2.3 Local Area GPS Pseudolite-Based Mars Navigation

System

Since there are currently no plans by NASA to place a full satellite based GPS

infrastructure on Martian orbits, also other solutions for absolute positioning on

Mars have been studied. Stanford University Aerospace Robotic Laboratory and
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NASA Research Center have jointly developed a self-deployable GPS pseudo-

satellite based local area positioning system [LR01, MRB04]. Following the same

principle as satellite based carrier-phase di"erential GPS, the system uses small

low-power transmitters. In contrast to orbiting satellites, the so-called pseudo-

lites are supposed to be deployed on the Martian surface. After the devices have

been placed at distributed locations in the local area, the pseudolite array enables

accurate rover localization within the covered area (see figure 2.5).

The main challenge of this technology is that the exact location of the broadcasting

pseudolites must be known up to cm-level if the same navigational accuracy is

to be achieved. Since a manual calibration can hardly be performed on Mars,

an advanced self-calibration technique has been developed, capable of surveying

autonomously the exact locations of the devices. Each pseudolite carries a full

transceiver, consisting of a collocated pseudolite transmitter and receiver. After

deployment, the devices exchange ranging signals among themselves. Based on

this data, the pseudolites can determine their own position relative to each other

by using triangulation techniques so that finally the whole array geometry is known

accurately.
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Figure 2.5: Self-Calibrating Pseudolite Array configuration on Martian surface

(left). Experimental equipment at Aerospace Robotics Laboratory, Stanford

(right). [LR01]

The system constitutes a useful and viable method to achieve high accuracy and

drift-free real-time positioning for multiple Mars rovers over an extensive site. As

long as each pseudolite maintains contact with at least two other devices in the
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array, the covered area may be easily extended so that an array could also stretch

over the horizon. The self-calibration technique makes the system self-deployable,

permitting to distribute the devices on the Martian surface easily without knowing

their accurate position. Since the system bases on RF-technology it would also

provide accurate positioning during times of limited visibility, but it was reported

that problems might occur if the signal paths between the rover and the pseudolites

are obstructed, for example by rocks.

2.3 Stereo Vision for Mars Rover Navigation

An important sensing technique for space applications is vision based range de-

termination using stereo vision. Stereo vision or stereo disparity is a triangulation

scheme, following the biological counterpart for visual sensing. The technique

makes use of the fact that when an object is imaged from two di"erent locations,

the image as observed from one position is shifted laterally when viewed from

the other [Eve95]. The measured displacement, often referred to as disparity, is

inversely proportional to the distance of the object in the direction of vision. By

acquiring images from two di"erent cameras which are spatially separated by a

known stereo baseline distance, the 3D position of any point contained in the

overlapping field of view can be calculated by triangulation. The most challenging

problem related to stereo vision is to find corresponding points in both camera

images. Typical solutions base on spatial correlation and are therefore often com-

putationally expensive.

The advantage of stereo vision in space applications is that the sensor system is

generally solid state. It involves no moving parts or complex mechanics and there-

fore meets the requirements for robustness in space missions. In contrast to many

other sensors, cameras have been extensively tested in space environment. As a

consequence, a wide range of sophisticated and flight-qualified cameras is avail-

able. Moreover, stereo vision systems are typically compact, light and consume

little power, thus meeting requirements regarding typical budget constraints. Of-
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ten, stereo vision cameras are already included in the scientific payload so that

these can just be shared with the navigation system.

Stereo vision can be used for all four functions of navigation systems. Panoramic

stereo image pairs can be used to generate detailed elevation maps of the environ-

ment to be used by the rover operators for goal designation and path planning.

Local hazard detection and traversability analysis can be performed by determin-

ing terrain models of the rover’s vicinity to detect rocks or troughs in the current

path. Especially for rover localization, various suitable solutions based on stereo

vision are conceivable for both long and short range scenarios [MOTL97].

Considering a scenario where rover localization is required within in a region of

several kilometers around the lander, a detailed map of the operation field can be

generated by using a sequence of images acquired by the lander during descent

phase. Since subsequent images would be taken from di"erent positions, also

elevation maps could be computed from those images. Combined with image pairs

generated by a mast mounted stereo camera on the rover, an estimation of the

rover’s position in the descent imagery map can be achieved by matching the local

and global elevation map.

Whenever short range navigation capabilities within the field of view of the lander

is required, the lander can be used as a reference. Three possible approaches for

vision based rover localization in this scenario are conceivable:

• The lander recognizes the rover within a stereo image pair taken by the

lander.

• The rover recognizes the lander within a stereo image pair taken by the rover.

• Mapping the area using stereo images taken by the lander and subsequently

recognizing significant landmarks in the rover imagery.

Each approach has strengths and weaknesses. The general problem faced in the

first two approaches is to detect the rover or the lander in the corresponding images.

The problem can be simplified by discriminating the object of interest from the
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background. This can be achieved by using markers, providing known color or

geometric features, or by comparing subsequent images, displaying a change in

the object’s configuration. As an example for the latter the rover could move

forward for a small distance or just turn in place.

2.4 Navigation Systems of Recent Mars Rovers

Despite the mentioned challenges for Mars rover navigation systems and the non-

availability of e!cient absolute localization techniques, a few robotic exploration

rovers have already been sent to Mars (see chapter 1.2). All rovers made use of

vision based sensors within their navigation system. As the Prop-M rovers only

relied on the lander imagery, the Sojourner rover also used a vision based tri-

angulation technique for obstacle avoidance. Providing increased computational

power, the navigation system of the Mars Exploration Rovers Spirit and Op-

portunity utilize advanced stereo vision based algorithms in all categories of

navigation. In the following sections, navigation systems of various Mars rovers

are presented. A special focus is set on the utilization of vision based navigation

techniques.

2.4.1 Navigation System of the Sojourner Rover

The Sojourner rover was mainly designed to perform scientific measurements

within an operation radius of about 10 m around the Pathfinder lander (see chapter

1.2). This distance was considered to be the e"ective limit of usefulness of the

lander based stereo imager, which was used for directing the rover and identifying

sites of scientific interest.

The rover operations team on Earth usually prepared one command sequence

per sol, which was composed of commands like ’Go to Waypoint’ or ’Find Rock’,

combined with a maximum execution time for each command. The waypoints were

designed with the help of the Rover Control Workstation (RCW) which provided
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a virtual reality type interface to view the surface of Mars from any location and

angle around the lander (see figure 2.6). The software allows the operator to zoom

into any terrain feature for a close-up look in order to make decisions about the

traversability of the terrain and to watch out for hazards that the rover should

avoid. The utilized 3D terrain model was built up by processing images from a

multispectral stereo camera pair. The cameras were mounted on a pan/tilt unit

attached to a mast on top of the lander, approximately 1.5 m above the surface.

With a stereo baseline of 15 cm and a resolution of 256 $ 256 squarepixels within

a 14.4 ! field of view, the system provided a goal designation accuracy of less than

10 cm within the operational radius. [MGH+95, MMN+98]

Figure 2.6: Illustration of the Pathfinder lander on the Martian surface showing the

stereo camera imaging the environment (left). The generated virtual 3D terrain

model is presented in the user interface of the Rover Control Workstation (right),

enabling the operator to localize the rover and to specify waypoints.

Usually, the rover received a command sequence only once a day in the early

morning and was then supposed to navigate autonomously through the terrain

by passing the given waypoints one by one. Every 6.5 cm the rover stopped in

order to execute a sensing cycle for detecting obstacles. Hazard detection was

mainly performed by using active triangulation with forward cameras and five

laser stripers. Since deviations from flat and level ground causes the laser spot

to slide along selected scan lines in the image, rocks and depressions could be

detected. The obstacle detection function was supported by bogey angle encoders,

inclinometers, motor current sensors and contact sensors. Once an obstacle was
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detected, the vehicle turned in place until the hazard was no longer visible before

resuming normal traverse operation.

During the traversal, rover localization was performed by dead reckoning utilizing

wheel encoders and a solid state turn rate gyro. In order to prevent accumulation

of position errors from sol to sol, the lander was supposed to capture a stereo image

of the rovers end-of-day location. These images were transmitted to Earth where

the exact pose of the rover was determined by interactively matching a graphical

rover model to the imagery in order to update position and heading prior to the

next day’s operation.

At the end of the mission, the rover had traversed over 100 m in total, with an

average distance of 2.7 m per sol. The overall experience regarding rover navigation

was that the hazard detection function worked well but consumed much power.

The dead reckoning performance was poor with position errors of 5# 10 % of the

traversed distance and an average heading drift of about 13 !/sol. Hence, the ’Go

to Waypoint’ command did not always lead the rover to the expected location.

This makes the system highly dependent on daily position updates, which in turn

limits the traversable distance per day. As future improvements, the utilization

of techniques for automated localization of the rover in the lander imagery and

passive stereo vision based hazard detection was proposed.

2.4.2 Navigation System of Mars Exploration Rovers Spirit

and Opportunity

In contrast to the Pathfinder mission, the Mars Exploration Rovers provided more

physical capability than the Sojourner rover as they were designed to explore a

much wider area - independent of the lander module. The need for more extensive

autonomous traverse capability implied the utilization of greater computational

power combined with more sophisticated navigation techniques for goal designa-

tion, path selection, hazard avoidance and localization. The improved navigation

system utilizes three sets of stereo camera pairs. Two pairs of hazard cameras
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were mounted in the front and in the back. A third pair of navigation cameras

was mounted on a pan/tilt unit attached to a small mast. Each camera provides

a resolution of 1024$ 1024 squarepixels, whereas the hazard cameras have a base-

line of 10 cm with 126 ! FOV and the navigation cameras have a baseline of 20 cm

with 45 ! FOV each. A further mast mounted panorama camera pair with 30 cm

baseline and 16 ! FOV was used for Earth based analysis only. [MM06]

As in the Pathfinder mission, on each day of operations, Earth based operators

analyze the data arriving from the rovers and construct a plan of activities to be

executed by the robots during the next sol. The primary used science operations

tool is the so-called Science activity Planner (SAP), a software which provides a

variety of visualization, planning and simulation capabilities supporting the oper-

ators by creating complex activity plans (see figure 2.7). [NPV+05]
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Figure 2.7: The Science Activity Planner (left) utilizes received stereo images to

generate and visualize a virtual 3D terrain. Di"erent perspective projections and

range overlays support the operators by developing activity plans, which can then

be simulated with an virtual rover model (right). [NPV+05]

During autonomous traversal, local obstacles are avoided by using passive stereo

vision. Images from either hazard cameras or navigation cameras are reduced in

resolution by binning and averaging before they are rectified, bandpass filtered and

fed into an area-based stereo algorithm to calculated a local 3D terrain map. The

map is converted to ’goodness’ maps, characterizing the traversability of terrain

cells (see figure 2.8 left). Based on this information, the best out of 48 possible

steering trajectories is selected, making a trade-o" between heading towards the

mailto:@$9-.&+/4.$06-
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goal and avoiding untraversable terrain. Since the computation takes alltogether

about 70 seconds, the rover drives without further sensing along the selected tra-

jectory for a predefined distance of 0.35# 1 m before it initiates the next sensing

cycle. [MM06]

Terrain Path Visual

Driving Mode Assessment Selection Odometry Spirit Opportunity

Directed Driving no no no 451 m 9% 1973 m 33%

Visodom no no YES 410 m 8% 561 m 9%

Blind Goto Waypoint no YES no 2196 m 46% 1911 m 32%

Visodom Goto Waypoint no YES YES 379 m 7% 121 m 2%

Guarded Motion YES no no 36 m 1% 117 m 1%

Guarded Visodom YES no YES 0 m 0% 0 m 0%

Autonav YES YES no 1315 m 27% 1262 m 21%

Autonav with Visodom YES YES YES 3 m 0% 0 m 0%

4798 m 100% 5947 m 100%

Table 2. MER driving mode usage as of 15 August 2005, counting 573 sols for Spirit and 555 sols for Opportunity. (Distances

are as measured onboard, and can be overestimates of actual distance traveled if wheels slip during non-Visodom drives. Only

rover translation distances are reflected here; turn in place and single-wheel trench digging motions are not reported.)

Figure 3. Illustration of Terrain Assessment and Path Selec-

tion. Red cells indicate unsafe areas around the large rock,

yellow cells indicate traversable but rougher areas around the

smaller rock, and green cells indicate safe and flat areas.

Obstacle

Path Selection

Directed Driving

Waypoint

Hazard Avoidance

Limit

Cycle Check

Visual Pose Update Visual Odometry
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several kilometers of travel. However, both rovers have experienced large slippage

on slopes in the Columbia Hills, Eagle Crater, and Endurance Crater; in fact, up to

125% in one case in the Columbia Hills (ie. the rover slipped backwards in an at-

tempted forward drive). Slip is becoming a bigger issue for Spirit as it attempts to

drive with one wheel locked, due to likely imminent failure of that wheel’s drive

motor. Stereo vision-based visual odometry is part of the flight software, but was

not routinely used in most of the mission to maximize driving speed. It has been

used to assess slippage of Opportunity in Eagle Crater and is now being used by

Spirit to measure and counter the effects of slip on slopes and of dragging the

locked wheel.

Our visual odometry algorithm is described in detail elsewhere [8]. In a nut-

shell, it selects point features, uses multi-resolution area correlation to match them

in stereo, tracks them in subsequent stereo pairs, and uses the tracking results to

estimate the six degree  of freedom rover motion between consecutive stereo pairs.

This runs in about 160 sec. We have evaluated its performance against accurate

ground truth on Earth-based rover testbeds and found that it can achieve 2% or

better of distance over 30 m of travel. Fig. 6 shows sample results from Opportu-

nity in Eagle Crater, where visual odometry correctly detected a 50% slip.

  

Fig. 6. Visual odometry results from Opportunity in Eagle Crater. Left: features

selected (red dots) in an image near a rock outcrop; blue lines show optical flow to

the feature position in the next image. Right: plots of onboard dead reckoned po-

sition versus visual odometry (in mm) for a case where visual odometry correctly

inferred a 50% slip.

6   Discussion

The MER mission was the first use of stereo vision, local map-based obstacle

avoidance, and visual odometry for autonomous rover navigation in a planetary

exploration mission, as well as the first use of computer vision in an autonomous,

Figure 2.8: The obstacle avoidance algorithm selects the best trajectory on the

base of a generated traversability map (left). Visual odometry tracks the motion

of terrain features between two pairs of stereo images to support dead reckoning

(left). [BM06, NPV+05]

In normal operation, position estimation is performed by dead reckoning using

wheel encoders and an inertial measurement unit. Occasional heading updates

by sun sensing (compare chapter 2.2.1) reduce accumulated errors whereas long

distance localization is done on Earth by using bundle adjustment from manu-

ally matched tie points in panoramic imagery. Depending on the nature of the

movement and terrain, either accelerometer and gyro readings or gyro readings

and wheel odometry are used for attitude and position propagation. Dead reck-

oning errors in particularly high slip environments can be avoided by using visual

odometry. This technique autonomously tracks the motion of significant terrain

features between two pairs of stereo images taken at di"erent positions (see figure

2.8 right). [AVB+05]

During operation on the Martian surface, the long computation time of the ob-

stacle avoidance system turned out to reduce the median driving speed to about

0.6 cm/s. This was considered to be too slow to e"ectively discover far apart sites

selected by the scientists. Hence, autonomous navigation has only been used for
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traversals beyond the field of view presented to the path planning operators on

Earth. By this, daily traversals of more than 100 m can be achieved. Due to the

high computation time of 160 s/cycle, the utilization of visual odometry is also

confined to high slip environments, where the system can keep the dead reckon-

ing error below 2 % over a distance of 30 m. For future missions, the speed-up of

vision algorithms is seen as a key issue, since especially the integration of visual

odometry enables safe and e!cient traversal on slippery terrain. [NPV+05]

2.4.3 Navigation System for the Nanokhod Rover

In 2001, inspired by the results from the Pathfinder mission, DLR Institute of

Robotics and Mechatronics proposed an advanced navigation system for the Euro-

pean Nanokhod rover [SABL01, VPG01, LSB+04]. The main goal of the feasibil-

ity study was to overcome the lack of local autonomy of the Sojourner rover in

order to enable enhanced daily traversals. Although the Nanokhod rover never

had the chance to present its navigation skills on the Martian surface, the system

will be presented here since its mission objectives are quite similar to those of the

RoSA-2 rover whose navigation system defines the scope of this thesis.

Similar to the Pathfinder mission, the Nanokhod rover was designed to explore

the immediate vicinity of the lander. This enables to localize the rover by utilizing

a lander mounted stereo vision camera, but following the conclusions from the

Pathfinder mission results it was decided to develop a system which is capable of

tracking the vehicle autonomously instead of updating the pose once a day with a

position estimation performed on Earth (see figure 2.9).

The rover localization system bases on a space qualified stereo camera pair, mounted

on top of a 1.5 m high vertical cantilever beam deployed from the lander after sur-

face impact. Attached to a pan/tilt unit with two degrees of freedom, the imaging

head can be turned around with arc-minute accuracy to acquire panorama im-

ages of the environment around the lander and to follow the rovers position. The

parallel aligned cameras with a stereo baseline of 50 cm provide a resolution of

1024$ 1024 squarepixels within a 23 ! FOV each.
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After the first panorama images from the landers environment are taken and trans-

mitted to Earth, a digital 3D reconstruction of the terrain is performed by the

on-ground control system. The software further allows the ground control team

to indicate sites of scientific interest to be visited and analyzed by the rover. A

path planning procedure generates a minimum cost and risk route, consisting of a

sequence of way-points, which is downloaded to the space segment for execution

after simulation on Earth.

Figure 2.9: The Nanokhod operating scenario showing the microrover moving in

the surrounding of a lander (left). The rover is continuously being tracked by the

landers imaging head using active LED markers mounted on the vehicles payload

cabin (right).

During each day, after communication with Earth, the rover is supposed to follow

the predefined path, being allowed to perform autonomous activities like path

corrections as long as it stays within a predefined o"-track margin in order to

avoid risky or occluded areas. During autonomous traversal, the rover’s motion

is continuously tracked by the lander based imaging head. In order to maximize

reliability and to minimize computational load, a set of four active markers in

form of individually controllable standard 3 mm LED’s was mounted on top of

the rovers payload cabin (see figure 2.9). This simplifies the problem of finding

corresponding points in the stereo images significantly. In each computation cycle a

straight-forward blob finding algorithm is applied to the di"erence of two sequential

images with activated and non-activated marker respectively. The reconstructed

3D points of the markers are then matched to the quadratic geometry of the marker
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configuration by optimizing a non-linear equation in an iterative process. The

resulting estimation of the vehicles position and orientation is then transmitted to

the tethered rover.

The most dominant problem inherent to this concept was seen to be the fact

that both detected marker size and intensity decreases in quadratic order with

increasing distance to the lander based camera. At small distances of 1.6 m the

measured size of the marker was about 25 pixels, whereas local overexposure due

to high illumination caused CCD blurring. At larger distances of 7, 5 m and 10 m

the imaged marker measured only 1 pixel and 0.6 pixels respectively. At 20 m the

marker was with 0.15 pixels almost not visible any more and illuminated the CCD

pixel only by 15 % of its capacity. An other drawback of the concept is the large

number of necessary images needed for the marker detection algorithm. To be able

to detect and distinguish the four di"erent markers, five subsequent images have

to be acquired. For the whole sequence comparable image characteristics must

be guaranteed as, for example, changes in illumination soften the contrast in the

di"erence images and therefore reduce the performance of the marker detection.



Chapter 3

A Navigation System for the

Micro-RoSA-2 rover

As the mission constraints of the Micro-RoSA-2 rover are similar to that of

the Sojourner and the Nanokhod rover, a suitable navigation system for the

Micro-RoSA-2 rover can be adapted from the mentioned missions. Since the

rover is designed to operate only in the direct vicinity of the lander, the lander

can be involved in the navigation system. This leads to a distribution of the

navigation functions among the system components ground control, lander, and

rover as described in the following (compare figure 3.1):

Ground Control. As described in all previous mentioned Mars rover missions,

the navigation functions Goal Designation and Path Selection are in the

responsibility of scientists at the ground control station. The scientists define

goals within the close field of view of the lander and select optimized paths

for the rover to travel autonomously. Thereby, detected obstacles are avoided

by the selected paths, so that the global hazard detection function is also

part of the ground control.

Lander. According to the mission requirements, the rover will always operate in

the close field of view of the lander. This enables to include the lander in
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Figure 3.1: A suitable navigation system for the RoSA-2 Mars rover consists of

three parts: ground control, lander, and rover. The Earth based control software

enables goal designation, leaving the responsibility of local hazard detection to

the rover. The rover localization function is implemented on the lander, which

continously tracks the vehicle’s motion in order to avoid errors imposed by dead

reckoning estimations.

the navigation system, in particular the localization function. In contrast to

the Pathfinder mission, the rover localization should be done autonomously

to increase the daily traversal capacity. Following the localization function

of the Nanokhod rover the lander is supposed to determine the rover’s

position and orientation autonomously by detecting the rover in a captured

pair of stereo images. This information can then be combined with odometry

data acquired by the rover and is finally used by the rover to navigate along

the predefined path.

Rover. The rover itself contributes to the localization function by providing ac-

tive markers. The markers enable the robust detection of the rover within

the camera images. As mentioned before, also odometry data can be ac-

quired on the rover to combine it with the pose estimation from the lander.

This would increase the robustness of the localization function in case of

visual obstructions. Moreover is the task of local hazard detection left in the

responsibility of the rover.

Within the scope of this thesis the autonomous localization system for the Micro-

RoSA-2 is developed, implemented and evaluated. The developed system is in-
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tended to be a low-cost prototype realization. Budget constraints implicate that

only o"-the-shelf components like web-cams are used for the realization. Hence,

accuracy requirements for the localization prototype are accordingly low. The sys-

tem should provide localization functionality up to 10m distance from the lander

within the camera’s field of view. Moreover it should provide an accuracy cor-

responding to the magnitude of the rover’s size. The software is implemented in

MatLab, running on a standard PC which enables a rapid prototype realization.

In the following chapters first the theoretical and practical fundamentals of stereo

vision based localization is explained. Hereafter the developed system is described

and finally test results are presented.



Chapter 4

Basics of Stereo Vision

Techniques

The theory of Stereo Vision or Stereo Opsis has a long history. It was first described

by Professor Charles Wheatstone in 1838 [Whe38]. Wheatstone observed that

human visual depth perception underlies the fact that objects are viewed from

two eyes with slightly di"erent horizontal positions. When an object is observed

from two eyes at di"erent horizontal locations, the image as seen from one position

is shifted laterally when viewed from the other. The so-called binocular disparity

is proportional to the distance of the observed object.

In the following sections basic techniques of Stereo Vision are presented. First, a

camera model, relating coordinates in the world reference frame to coordinates in

the captured image, is presented. Thereafter the basic stereo geometry is described.

This technique enables the mapping of corresponding points in images of two

di"erent camera positions to coordinates in the world reference frame.

Most of the listed functions are implemented in MatLab and can be found on the

CD attached.
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4.1 Camera Model

Before the 3D position of a point in the world can be reconstructed from images

of two di"erent cameras, it is important to understand how a point is actually

projected on the camera’s image plane. The camera model is a mathematical

description of how points in 3D space are mapped to image coordinates on the 2D

image plane of a camera. The camera model used here is very similar to that used

by Heikkilae and Silven [HS96] and is utilized in the Camera Calibration Toolbox

for MatLab [Bou].

4.1.1 World Reference and Camera Reference Frame

First of all we define the world reference frame which is fixed anywhere in the

world. We define a point !Pw in world coordinates as

!Pw =

!

""#

xw

yw

zw

$

%%& ! Fw with Fw % R3 (4.1)

whereas the coordinates are given relative to the world reference frame and are

measured in millimeters. Next we define the camera reference frame which is fixed

to the camera as shown in figure 4.1. A point in the camera reference frame is

denoted as

!Pc =

!

""#

xc

yc

zc

$

%%& ! Fc with Fc % R3 (4.2)

whereas the coordinates are again given in millimeters. A point !Pw in world

coordinates can now be transformed to camera coordinates by the function

fw
c : Fw & Fc with fw

c (!Pw) = R !Pw + T (4.3)

whereas R is a 3 $ 3 rotation matrix and T is a 3 $ 1 translation vector describ-

ing the orientation and position of the world reference frame w.r.t. the camera
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reference frame. The inverse transformation fw
c
"1 is denoted by fw

c
"1 := f c

w. The

transformation functions are implemented in MatLab in the files W2C.m and C2W.m.

Figure 4.1: The camera reference frame is located at the camera’s optical center.

The Z-axis points in the view direction, the Y-axis points downwards and the

X-axis completes a right handed system.

4.1.2 Normalized Pinhole Projection

Starting with a point !Pc in camera coordinates, we now project that point to

an imaginary image plane with a focal length of 1. The resulting point is thus

independent of the depth information and is denoted as

!Pn =

'
xn

yn

(
! Fn with Fn % R2. (4.4)

The transformation is illustrated in figure 4.2 and is given by

f c
n : Fc & Fn with f c

n(!Pc) =

'
xc/zc

yc/zc

(
(4.5)

Usually the values for xn and yn are in [#tan(FOV/2); tan(FOV/2)] = [#1; 1] for

90 degrees field of view (FOV) and have no unit. Moreover, the values are centered

at the optical axis. The function is implemented in the Matlab file C2N.m. Because

of the loss of depth information no inverse function exists.
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Figure 4.2: Normalized pinhole projection.

4.1.3 Distorted Normalized Projection

Before the point is finally projected to the real CCD image plane, a distortion

model is applied. This is done in order to compensate for lens imperfections and

misalignments. The utilized model was first introduced by Brown in 1966 [Bro66].

It allows for compensation of two types of distortion, radial and tangential.

Radial distortion. In general, physical lenses have random focal length vari-

ations. Lenses are typically radial symmetric. Hence, a radial distortion

mode (where the distortion varies with distance from the optical center) can

compensate for that type of distortion. One distinguishes between Barrel

distortion, where the focal length decreases with increasing radius, and Pin-

cushion distortion, where the focal length increases with the radius as shown

in figure 4.3. Here, the radial distortion is described by the term !Dr which

is later added to the coordinates of !Pn:

!Dr = dr
!Pn := (k1r

2 + k2r
4 + k5r

6)!Pn with r2 = x2
n + y2

n (4.6)

The radial distortion coe!cients k1, k2 and k5 are derived in the camera

calibration process.

Tangential distortion Tangential distortion is caused by imperfect centering of

lens components or other manufacturing defects in a compound lens [Bro66].

It can be described by the tangential distortion vector
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Figure 4.3: Types of radial distortion: Barrel distortion (left) and Pincushion

distortion (right).

!Dt =

'
2k3xnyn + k4(r2 + 2x2

n)

2k4xnyn + k3(r2 + 2y2
n)

(
with r2 = x2

n + y2
n (4.7)

where k3 and k4 are the tangential distortion coe!cients. We can now introduce

a distorted point !Pd as

!Pd =

'
xd

yd

(
! Fd with Fd % R2 (4.8)

which can be derived from the normalized projection !Pn by the transformation

fn
d : Fn & Fd with fn

d (!Pn) = !Pn + !Dr + !Dt (4.9)

In case of no distortion the distortion coe!cients k1 . . . k5 are 0 and thus !Pd = !Pn.

The transformation function fn
d is implemented in the MatLab file C2N.m.

Unfortunately no analytical solution for the inverse fd
n := fn

d
"1 exists. Hence, we

use a numerical approximation P̂n [Bou]. Starting with a distorted point !Pd we

assume that this is already the solution for the corresponding undistorted point
!Pn. Using the initial guess P̂n = !Pd, we calculate the distortion terms !Dr = drP̂n

and !Dt. We calculate a new estimation P̂n for the undistorted point !Pn as follows:

P̂n =
!Pd # !Dt

1 + dr
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The last step is repeated until the error between two subsequent estimations is

smaller than a threshold or a maximum number of iterations has been performed.

The numerical algorithm is implemented in the Matlab file N2C.m and was su!-

ciently tested. With realistic distortion coe!cients the estimation error ||!Pn# P̂n||
for xd, yd ! [#1; 1] was always less then 10"8 with an average iteration number of

20 (see figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: Test result of the Matlab function N2C.m. The plot shows the error

||!Pn # P̂n|| for xd, yd ! [0; 1].

4.1.4 Projection to the Image Plane

Finally the point !Pd is projected to the image plane of the camera. We define a

point !Pp on the image plane as

!Pp =

'
xp

yp

(
! Fp with Fp % R2 (4.10)

whereas xp ! [0; Nx] and yp ! [0; Ny] with the image plane dimensions Nx, Ny

in pixels. The a!ne transformation fd
p of a point in distorted coordinates to

image plane coordinates is done by multiplying !Pd with the focal distances fx, fy

in horizontal and vertical direction. The focal distances are expressed in pixel
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units and so are the coordinates of !Pp. The ratio fy/fx is called aspect ratio which

di"ers from 1 in case the pixels on the CCD array are not squares. Moreover the

coordinates are shifted so that the origin is located at the top left corner of the

image. This is done by adding the principle point (cx, cy). The principle point

is the intersection of the image plane with the optical axis and is given in pixel

coordinates.

fd
p : Fd & Fp with fd

p (!Pd) =

'
fx(xd + "yd) + cx

fyyd + cy

(
(4.11)

The skew coe!cient " defines the angle between x and y axes which allows pixels

to be non-rectangular. The inverse of the transformation is given by

fd
p : Fp & Fd with fp

d (!Pp) =

'
xp"cx

fx
# "yd

yp"cy

fy

(
(4.12)

and is always defined as the focal distances are positive. Both transformations are

implemented in the Matlab files D2P.m and P2D.m respectively.

The concatenation of the presented transformations

fw
p : Fw & Fp with fw

p = fw
c ' f c

n ' fn
d ' fd

p (4.13)

defines the full camera model which transforms a point in world coordinates to a

point on the image expressed in pixel coordinates. The configuration parameters

of the model can be divided in extrinsic and intrinsic parameters.

Extrinsic Parameters. These are external camera parameters like the transfor-

mation matrices T and R which describe the position and orientation of the

camera in the world reference frame. In case of two cameras, the relation

between both belongs also to the extrinsic parameters.

Intrinsic Parameters. These are internal camera parameters like the focal dis-

tances fx, fy, the principal point cx, cy, the skew coe!cient ", and the dis-

tortion coe!cients k1, k2, k3, k4, and k5.
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All parameteres are determined experimentally in a calibration process which is

described in the following.

4.1.5 Calibration

The goal of the camera calibration process is to determine the extrinsic and intrin-

sic parameters of the camera model experimentally. In case of a stereo camera the

extrinsic parameters include the relative position and orientation of both cameras.

In general this is done by generating a set of known relations between points Pw

in the world reference frame and the corresponding projections P l
p and P r

p of both

cameras. One way to get those relations is the so-called chessboard calibration

method. Here, one has to acquire a set of images of a chessboard pattern from dif-

ferent positions and orientations. The dimensions of the pattern has to be known

accurately in units of the world reference frame. The corners of the pattern are

then usually extracted from the images and mapped to the world reference frame

with the help of software applications. The intrinsic and extrinsic parameters can

then be estimated by optimization methods. In this project the Matlab Camera

Calibration Toolbox [Bou] was used for the calibration.

4.2 Stereo Geometry

As the projection f c
n does not preserve depth information the camera model can not

be inverted. Hence, a second camera is used to reconstruct the depth information

by triangulation techniques. By knowing the correspondent coordinates of a point

in both images and the relative position and orientation of both cameras, the 3D

coordinates of the point in the world reference frame can be reconstructed.

4.2.1 Triangulation

Assume for a point !Pw ! Fw the projections on two camera image planes !P l
p and

!P r
p as well as the relative position and orientation of both cameras are known.
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Using the transformation fp
d ' fd

n the normalized projections !P l
n and !P r

n can be

calculated. In the following sections it is assumed that this transformation was

applied as the described geometry requires ideal pinhole projections.

The correspondent homogenous coordinates of the normalized pinhole projections
!P l

n and !P r
n represent the direction vector of rays, pointing from the optical centers

L and R to !Pw where the rays intersect (see figure 4.6). In case !P l
p and !P r

p are

not accurately known the two rays do not necessarily intersect in !Pw. In this case

it might be accurate enough to calculate the common normal between the two

rays and use the midpoint of it as an approximation for !Pw. We call it pseudo

intersection. This method is described in the following.

P

Q

I

J

A

B

l2

l1
pseudo intersection

Figure 4.5: Pseudo intersection of 2 lines in 3D.

For two rays l1(n) = A + nI and l2(m) = B + mJ with direction vectors I and J

in R3 the common normal which intersects l1 in P and l2 in Q can be calculated

as follows (see figure 4.5). As the common normal is orthogonal to both lines the

constraints

(P #Q)I = 0 (4.14)

(P #Q)J = 0 (4.15)

hold. Together with

P = A + nI (4.16)

Q = B + mJ (4.17)
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we get

(A + nI #B #mJ)I = 0

(A + nI #B #mJ)J = 0

which can be solved for m respectively

m =
AI + nII #BI

IJ

m =
AJ + nIJ #BJ

JJ

so that we can get rid of m

n(IJ · IJ # II · JJ) = AI · JJ # AJ · IJ + BJ · IJ #BI · JJ

and solve for n

n =
((AI · JJ)# (AJ · IJ)) + ((BJ · IJ)# (BI · JJ))

IJ · IJ # II · JJ
(4.18)

In an analogue way we can solve the equations for m and get

m =
((BJ · II)# (BI · IJ)) + ((AI · IJ)# (AJ · II))

IJ · IJ # II · JJ
(4.19)

Using equation 4.16 and 4.17 we can calculate P and Q which define the common

normal. The pseudo intersection is then given by

S =
1

2
(P + Q) (4.20)

This method is implemented in the MatLab file triangulate.m. Once two corre-

sponding points in the two camera images are known, the depth information can

now be reconstructed. The problem of finding the corresponding coordinates is

known as the stereo correspondence problem. It can be shown that the correspon-

dence problem can be reduced to finding the correspondent coordinates on a line

in the second image. This is described by the epipolar geometry.
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Figure 4.6: The epipolar geometry for an arbitrary camera configuration.

4.2.2 Epipolar Geometry

For any point on one image plane is the corresponding point on the other im-

age plane fixed to a line, the so-called epipolar line [JRS95]. This constraint is

illustrated in figure 4.6.

Note that in computer vision it is common to assume that the image plane is lo-

cated between the object and the optical center instead of behind the optical center

as this results in equivalent mathematics (see figure 4.2) but can be illustrated in

a more intuitive way. The three points Pw, P l
n, and P r

n form a plane, the so-called

epipolar plane. The intersection of this plane with the two image planes form the

epipolar lines. The line which connects the two centers of projection L and R

intersects the image planes at the so-called epipoles el and er. By knowing this

constraint the problem of finding matching points in two images can be reduced.

4.2.3 Triangulation from Disparity

In the case of a parallel camera configuration the epipolar lines become parallel as

well (see figure 4.7) [JRS95]. This means that the depth information of a point !Pw

does only depend on the lateral displacement of the two normalized projections,

the so-called disparity. The disparity d is the di"erence d = xl
n#xr

n. By knowing d

and the length of the stereo baseline b the depth zc of a point Pc can be calculated

by

zc =
b

d
(4.21)
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as b = xl
c # xr

c and xl
n = xl

c/zc as well as xr
n = xr

c/zc holds. The corresponding

geometry is illustrated in figure 4.7 (right). In general, the accuracy of the depth

calculation can be increased by increasing the stereo baseline which on the other

hand narrows the overlapping field of view. The described triangulation procedure

is implemented in the file triangulateFromDisparity.m.
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Figure 4.7: The epipolar geometry for a parallel camera configuration (left). Tri-

angulation with Disparity (right).

4.2.4 Image Rectification and Resampling

As already mentioned the correspondence problem and the depth calculation can

be solved much more e!ciently when the stereo image pair is undistorted and

was captured from a parallel camera configuration. For this reason it might be

reasonable to resample the distorted images first.

Assume the camera configuration is not precisely parallel. We define the com-

mon parallel configuration as follows. The common x-axis is parallel to the stereo

baseline. The common z-axis is orthogonal to the common x-axis and the geo-

metric mean of the left and the right y-axis. The common y-axis completes a

right handed system. The described calculation is implemented in the Matlab file

parallelConfiguration.m. The function calculates two rotation matrices which

rotate the left and the right camera frame to match the parallel configuration.
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The captured stereo images can now be resampled so that the resulting images

are virtually taken from the parallel configuration. Moreover they are undistorted.

This process is known as image pair rectification. This can be done by calculating

the associated normalized projection for each coordinate in the rectified image.

The corresponding vector in homogenous coordinates represents the incoming ray.

This vector is rotated so that its coordinates are relative to the original camera

frame. The ray is now projected to the normalized plane, distorted and projected

to the image plane. The color value at the resulting coordinates is then taken for

the corresponding point in the rectified image.

The described procedure is implemented in the Matlab file resample.m. The

function uses the Matlab fast resampling adapter and allows resampling in nearest

neighbor, bilinear, and bicubic mode.



Chapter 5

Stereo Vision Navigation for

RoSA-2

Following the design of the navigation system for the Nanokhod rover a stereo

vision based navigation system for the RoSA-2 rover was designed and imple-

mented. The system comprises three parts:

• The Stereo Head mounted on the lander.

• Active Markers mounted on the rover.

• The Localization Software running on the lander.

The following sections document the design and implementation process of the

prototype.

5.1 Stereo Head

The navigation system for the RoSA-2 rover bases on a stereo camera head which

is located on the lander. For the prototype a static design with parallel mounted

cameras and a fixed baseline was chosen. For the cameras cheap o"-the-shelf
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webcams were considered to meet budget and accuracy constraints. Another big

advantage of this type of cameras is that no extra frame grabber is needed as the

video stream is provided digitally via the USB interface. Two cameras of the type

Creative Live! Pro were chosen (see figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: The utilized Creative Live! Pro webcam.

The CMOS technology camera provides a standard video resolution of 640 $
480 pixels at 30 fps. The camera optics has a Field of View of 50 !. The detailed

technical specification of the camera is summarized in table 5.1.

Feature Description

Sensor CMOS

Video Resolution 640$ 480 pixels

Frame Rate 30 fps

Focus adjustable manual focus ring

Interface High-Speed USB 2.0

Field of View 50 ! ± 5 %

Price 35

Table 5.1: Technical specification of the Creative Live! Pro webcam. [cre]

5.1.1 Design Considerations

As the accuracy of the stereo triangulation technique increases with the stereo

baseline, a wide configuration of 40 cm was chosen like it was used in the navigation
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system for the Nanokhod rover (see chapter 2.4.3). The cameras are mounted

in a fixed parallel configuration and are oriented horizontally so that they provide

the higher resolution of Ny = 640 pixels in vertical and the lower resolution of

Nx = 480 pixels in horizontal direction.

The height h and the tilt angle " of the stereo head prototype are fixed. The

values were designed to cover the area between a minimum distance dmin = 0.8 m

and a maximum distance dmax = 10 m in an optimum way with the cameras 50 !

field of View $. Figure 5.2 (left) illustrates the geometry.
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Figure 5.2: Stereo Head Geometry in side view (left) and top view (right).

Having dmin and dmax fixed the following two constraints relating h and " can be

set up.

h = tan (" +
$

2
) · dmin (5.1)

h = tan ("# $

2
) · dmax (5.2)

The optimum solution for h and " can be determined by regarding the intersection

of the corresponding plots for h("). Figure 5.3 shows that the cameras cover

exactly the desired area when the stereo head provides a height of h ( 1.20 m and

a tilt angle of " ( 32 !.

Having h and " fixed the total covered area and the worst case resolution can be

calculated. Figure 5.2 (right) shows the corresponding geometry. The maximum

and minimum distance of the ground in the cameras field of view can be calculated
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Figure 5.3: Determination of the optimum configuration for the stereo head height

h and tilt angle ". The plot shows the two constraints 5.1 and 5.2.

by

rmax =
)

d2
max + h2 ( 10 m (5.3)

rmin =
*

d2
min + h2 ( 1.46 m (5.4)

which yields side lengths of the covered trapezoidal area of

cmax = tan (
$

2
) · 2rmax ( 9.40 m (5.5)

cmin = tan (
$

2
) · 2rmin ( 1.40 m (5.6)

This results in a total area covered by one camera of

A =
cmax + cmin

2
· (dmax # dmin) ( 50 m2 (5.7)

The worst case resolution of the camera at a distance of dmax can be approximated

as

cmax

480
( 20

mm

pixel
(5.8)

since a camera provides a resolution of Nx = 480 pixels in horizontal direction.
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5.1.2 Implementation

The two cameras were mounted horizontally on an sturdy alumnium profile with

a baseline of 40 cm and the focus set to infinity. Additionally a small passive USB

hub was mounted on the rod connecting both cameras to an active USB extension

cable of 5 m length. The whole stereo head was attached to a standard photo

tripod which has a 2-axis orientable head and can be expanded to a total height

of 1.60 m (see figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4: Stereo Head mounted on a tripod.

5.1.3 Calibration

For the calibration of the stereo head a set of 50 stereo images from a chessboard

pattern at di"erent perspectives was acquired (compare chapter 4.1.5). Since the

calibration pattern has always to be visible in both cameras it is better to use a

large calibration pattern and perform the calibration at a further distance to the
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stereo head where the overlapping field of view is larger. Unfortunately, no such

calibration pattern was available so that the calibration had to be performed with

a small pattern. Figure 5.5 shows the extrinsic parameters of the 50 calibration

images.
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Figure 5.5: Extrinsic parameters of the calibration patterns.

With the help of the Matlab Calibration Toolbox the corner points of the pattern

in each image were extracted. Having the corner points the toolbox computes the

calibration parameters in two steps: initialization and nonlinear optimization. The

initialization step computes a closed form solution for the calibration parameters

ignoring lens distortion e"ects. The nonlinear optimization step minimizes the

total reprojection error over all calibration parameters. The total reprojection

error is the sum of the squared deviations of the detected corner points from the

reprojected calibration pattern. The resulting calibration parameters for the left

and the right camera are listed in table 5.2. Figure 5.6 shows the reprojection

error of the left and right camera model respectively.

It is noticeable that the horizontal camera displacement of 532.41973 mm does not

match the real value of the stereo baseline of 400 mm. This is due to the fact that

usually the Calibration Toolbox uses images of a calibration pattern with 30 mm
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Parameter Value (left) Value (right)

focal distances fx, fy [pixels] 814.69958 811.15475

812.69706 811.32850

principal point cx, cy [pixels] 248.14468 222.06856

310.85344 334.58416

skew coe!cient " 0.0 0.0

distortion coe!cients k1 . . . k5 0.11859 0.13212

#0.36089 #0.39258

0.00100 0.00385

#0.00359 #0.00028

0.00000 0.00000

translation vector T [mm]

!

""#

0

0

0

$

%%&

!

""#

#532.41973

0.66261

#3.37017

$

%%&

rotation matrix R

!

""#

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

$

%%&

!

""#

0.9995 #0.0169 #0.0276

0.0171 0.9998 0.0050

0.0276 #0.0054 0.9996

$

%%&

Table 5.2: Calibration parameters of the left and right camera model.

square side lengths. The pattern used here has square side lenghts of 38.5 mm. As

the ratio corresponds to the scaling error it is assumed that the toolbox used the

default value instead of the configured value of 38.5 mm. Since this error could

not be corrected in the calibration process it is corrected afterwards by scaling the

determined position information by this ratio.

In order to illustrate the e"ect of the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters, figure

5.7 shows a stereo image pair and the corresponding rectified images (compare

chapter 4.2.4). Since distortion is corrected straight objects become straight in
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Figure 5.6: Reprojection error of the left and right camera model (measured in

horizontal and vertical pixels).

the resampled images. Moreover, the epilines in the rectified images line up (see

dotted line for example).

5.2 Active Marker

In order to be able to localize the rover within the cameras field of view by triangu-

lation, the rover has to be detected and correspondent points have to be determined

in both stereo images. For this reason, artificial markers can be mounted on the

rover allowing for a better recognition in the captured images. Markers can be

either passive or active. In contrast to passive markers, the active ones emit light.

This means that they can be turned on and o", so that they can be detected in

a robust way by subtracting an o"-state image from a subsequently captured on-

state image. By doing this the background is subtracted leaving only the markers

and some low amplitude noise. This technique is especially important for outdoor

environments as the marker can due to the sunlight not be expected to be the

brightest light source in the image [CTF05].

For this application the following requirements should be met by the used markers.

• active light source
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Figure 5.7: Left and right stereo image pair, original (top) and rectified (bottom).

• controllable to be able to trigger the on and o" state

• su!cient size to be detectable in up to 10 m distance

• symmetric and small enough to be able to detect its location accurately from

all perspectives

The last-mentioned two constraints are contradictory. On the one hand the marker

has to be small enough to be detectable as a point source from the lowest distance

of 0.8 m. On the other hand it must be big enough to be detectable at a distance of

10 m where the cameras provide the worst case resolution of 20 mm
pixel (see equation

5.8). For this reason the markers were designed to consist of a brightness adjustable
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LED source. The idea here is that the LED is driven with high power when it is

far away from the cameras. This way, a pixel can still be saturated even though

the light source appears much smaller than a pixel on the image plane. Driving it

with even more power can result in an over-saturation of the camera’s CCD which

would result in appearing even bigger than one pixel. When the marker is close

to the camera it is consequently driven with low power so that no over-saturation

occurs and the emitter appears as a point source.

As multiple markers are used the design of the marker subsystem was done in a

modular way. Two di"erent boards were designed, one LED board carrying the

light emitter and one microcontroller board which is able to communicate with

the localization software and which controls multiple LED boards.

5.2.1 LED Board Design

For the LED board a very bright high current LED was chosen. The white GaN/In-

GaN LED of type RL8-W110-360 have a diameter of 8 mm which makes it easier

to detect. One big disadvantage of LEDs is that they emit light generally only in

one direction. The RL8-W110-360 has a phosphorescent coating which enables to

emit light evenly in all directions. A detailed description of the LEDs specification

is listed in table 5.3.

Feature Description

Continuous Forward Current 60 mA

Forward Current Pulse (1/10th duty cycle at 1 kHz) 100 mA

Forward Voltage (typ) 3.2 V

View Angle 360 !

Luminous Flux 900 mlm

Diameter 8 mm

Price 1.89 $

Table 5.3: Technical specification of the RL8-W110-360 Super-White LED

(GaN/InGaN) with phosphorescent coating for 360 degree emission. [SBL]
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The LED typically consumes a continuous forward current of 60 mA at 3.2 V. This

is too much to drive it e!ciently with a standard resistor circuit. For this reason

an adjustable LED current driver was used as shown in the schematics of the LED

board (figure 5.8).

Figure 5.8: Schematics of the LED Board.

The integrated circuit of type TLE4241GM from Infineon acts as an adjustable

constant current source which is nearly independent from load and supply voltage

changes [Inf]. Figure 5.9 (left) shows the block diagram of the IC.

An internal reference voltage of typically 1.20 V supplies the REF pin which is

connected to GND via an external resistor. In the SET = high mode the reference

current flowing on the REF pin is mirrored with an amplification to form the desired

output current. The typical output current in this mode calculates:

IQ,typ =
1.20 V

RREF
· 487 + 0.1 mA (5.9)

The output current is shown as a function of the reference resistance in figure 5.9
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Data Sheet 2 Rev. 1.2, 2004-04-13
 

TLE 4241 GM

Circuit Description

Figure 1 Block Diagram

An internal reference voltage of typ. 1.20 V supplies the REF pin which is connected to

GND via an external resistor. In the SET = H mode the reference current flowing on the

REF pin is mirrored with an amplification to form the desired output current. The typ.

output current in the SET = H mode calculates:

(1)

The output current is shown as a function of the reference resistance on Page 10 for the

high as well as for the low current mode.

With the PWM input the LED brightness can be regulated via duty cycle. Also PWM = L

sets the TLE 4241 in sleep mode resulting in a very low current consumption of << 1 !A

typ. Due to the high impedance of the PWM input (see timing diagram IPWM versus VPWM

on Page 12) the PWM pin can thus also be used as an Enable input.
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TLE 4241 GM

Typical Performance Characteristics
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Figure 5.9: Infinion TLE4241 GM LED Driver with adjustable current - Block

Diagram (left) and output current related to RREF (right). [Inf]

(right). For the RL8-W110-360, which consumes a continuous forward current of

60 mA, a resistor of approximately 10 k# must be connected to GND. The design

of the LED board has an adjustable 100 k# resistor, connecting REF to GND. This

way the current can be adjusted accurately and measured at jumper JP4.

The ICs PWM input o"ers the possibility to adjust the LED brightness by pulse

width modulation. Therefore this pin is connected to the microcontroller board.

Also the status pin ST, which indicates an open load condition, is connected to the

microcontroller.

Altogether, the LED board comprises four LEDs. Three of them are connected in

series and controllable independently from the single one. Thus, three LEDs are

aligned in a circular configuration around the single one (see figure 5.11 (right)).

By doing this the marker size and brightness can be further increased for a robust

long distance detection.
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5.2.2 Microcontroller Board Design

The circuit of the microcontroller board is divided in four parts: the voltage reg-

ulator, three LED board connectors, the RS232 interface and the microcontroller

(see figure 5.10). The voltage regulator consists of a 7805 linear voltage regulator

which generates the constant 5 V power supply for the microcontroller from the

12 # 18 V power source. The 100 nF capacitors at the input and output of the

voltage regulator filter high frequency noise whereas the two 100 µF bu"er the

input and output voltage. The diode separates the power connection of the LED

board connectors from the microcontroller circuit and preserves the bu"er capac-

itor from unwanted discharging. The RS232 interface part basically consists of a

MAX232 interface driver and an RS232 connector enabling the microcontroller to

communicate with a standard PC.

The heart of the circuit is the Atmel ATtiny2313 RISC microcontroller. Among

other features, the ATtiny2313 provides 2K bytes of In-System Programmable

Flash, 128 bytes EEPROM, 128 bytes SRAM, 18 general purpose I/O lines, 32 gen-

eral purpose working registers, two flexible Timer/Counters with compare modes,

internal and external interrupts, a serial programmable USART, a programmable

Watchdog Timer with internal Oscillator, and three software selectable power sav-

ing modes [Atm].

The microcontroller is connected to the stabilized 5 V power supply. A 100 k#

resistor connects the Reset pin to VCC in order to start working immediately

after power is turned on. The internal reset delay circuit preserves side e"ects

during voltage stabilization process. Four I/O lines are routed to each LED board

connector, two serve as PWM output and two serve as status input.

After reset, the internal software registers three interrupts which control the whole

process. The software uses the timer overflow interrupts of the two timers to

generate two independent PWM signals with a base frequency of 1 kHz. The two

PWM signals control the inner LED and the three outer LEDs of the LED boards

respectively. It is assumed that the exposure time of the utilized cameras is much

bigger than 1 ms so that the brightness of the LED at the cameras CCD can
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Figure 5.10: Schematics of the Microcontroller Board.

actually be regulated by changing the duty cycle.

The third interrupt executes whenever a single byte was received by the microcon-

trollers UART. For simplicity and robustness, the communication protocol com-

prises three single byte commands for adjusting the PWM value in the interval

[0..63] and for enabling and disabling the inner and outer LED of each LED board

separately (see table 5.4). The serial port is configured to 2400 baud, 8 databits,

1 stopbit, and no parity. The internal software was written in C and can be found

in the file markerboard.c.
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Command (1 byte) Description

00xxxxxx Set pattern : O1 O2 O3 I1 I2 I3

10xxxxxx Set brightness of inner LEDs: [0..63]

11xxxxxx Set brightness of outer LEDs: [0..63]

Table 5.4: Command description of the Microcontroller Board firmware. (Oi:

outer LEDs number i, Ii: inner LED number i)

5.2.3 Implementation

The PCBs for the described circuits were designed and routed manually (see figure

5.11). AAfter the production of the Microcontroller Board and three LED Boards

the components were soldered and the boards were tested individually. The boards

were mounted on an aluminum plate in order to provide a fixed marker configura-

tion. The LEDs of the LED Boards were sticked through holes in the aluminum

plate which was painted black on the upper surface in order to provide a higher

contrast. Finally, the LED boards were configured to provide the correct output

current and the whole system was tested including the communication with the

PC.

Figure 5.11: Board layout of the microcontroller board (left) and a LED board

(right).
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5.3 Rover Localization

In order to be able to localize the rover within the field of view of the stereo head

at least one marker has to be mounted on it. In case the orientation has to be

determined as well at least one additional marker is necessary. More redundant

markers can increase the accuracy of the pose estimation. In the prototype im-

plementation three LED boards are used as markers which are supposed to be

mounted on the rover in an asymmetric line configuration (see section 5.3.4).

In order to determine the pose the following steps are performed by the software

running on the lander:

1. Acquisition of a di"erential on/o" state stereo image pair.

2. Determination of possible marker locations in the stereo images.

3. Matching and triangulation of correspondent marker locations in the stereo

images.

4. Matching the marker positions in the world reference frame to the real marker

geometry.

In the following section the steps for determining the rover position and orientation

are described in more detail.

5.3.1 Stereo Image Acquisition

As the marker detection bases on background subtraction, two subsequent images,

one in the on state and one in the o" state, have to be acquired for both cameras.

Before the image of the on-state is taken a suitable brightness of the active marker

has to be chosen. This can be done by varying the brightness of the inner LED

bi ! [0; 63]. The marker size and brightness can be further increased by enabling

the outer LED ring and adjusting its brightness bo ! [0; 63].
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The corresponding relation between marker brightness (bi, bo) and distance ||Pc||
was determined experimentally. For the experiment the camera drivers were con-

figured to the following settings. As the system should be used in indoor and

outdoor environments the exposure time was set to a small value1 of 3 for both

cameras. All camera configuration parameters can be adjusted in the Matlab file

stereoHeadConfiguration.m. With these settings a set of marker images at 20

di"erent distances from 0.8 up to 10 meters from the stereo head was taken. At

each distance 18 images with di"erent marker brightness configurations were ac-

quired. All images were automatically stored and analyzed manually. The goal of

the analysis was to find a marker configuration (bi, bo) for each distance ||!Pc|| such

that the marker has approximately the same size and brightness on the cameras

CCD. The experiment showed that adjusting only bi in its range results already in

a su!cient CCD illumination. Hence, the analyzation was performed for bi only.

Figure 5.12 shows four di"erent images, two at the minimum distance of 0.8 m

and two at the maximum distance of 10 m with an arbitrary and the optimum

configuration respectively.

The resulting relation between marker configuration and distance is shown in fig-

ure 5.13. The determined values were fitted to a quadratic polynomial function

bi(||!Pc||) = p1||Pc||2 # p2||Pc|| + p3 resulting in

bi(||Pc||) = 1.6885 · 10"6||Pc||2 # 2.7536 · 10"3||Pc|| + 2.7744 (5.10)

where the distance of the marker to the camera ||Pc|| is measured in millimeters

and bi takes values in [0; 63] according to the marker board protocol.

The functions were implemented in the Matlab stereo image acquisition function

acquireDifferentialImages.m. The implemented procedure is listed in pseudo

code in figure 5.14.

1in camer driver internal units in the interval [1; 10]
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Figure 5.12: Minimum distance (left) and maximum distance (right) images of

active marker with arbitrary (top) and optimal (bottom) brightness configuration.

5.3.2 Marker Detection

After the stereo image pairs have been acquired the pixel positions of the markers

have to be determined. In general, all dimensions of a video stream can be used

to extract features of interest, that is time, pixel space and color. In this case

the color information is neglected. Experiments have shown that the algorithm

can not rely on the color information generated by the CCD because whenever a

pixel on the CCD gets saturated the surrounding pixels get flooded by the extra

photoelectrons and the region on the CCD just appears white. For this reason

only the time and pixel space information is used to extract the marker positions.

After converting the acquired on and o" state images of the cameras to gray

scale values they are subtracted from each other. By doing this the background

information is subtracted and only the changes between the on and the o" state
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Figure 5.13: Determined values for size equivalent brightness bi related to distance

||Pc|| together with a quadratic polynomial curve fitting. Note that according to

the marker board communication protocol the marker brightness bi is restricted

to integer numbers in the interval [0; 63] defining the LED’s PWM ratio.

images are left over (see figure 5.15). It is assumed that together with some low

intensity noise only the marker state has changed during the image acquisition.

In the next step the di"erence image is converted to a black and white image

by thresholding the pixel values. First, a suitable threshold value is calculated.

The goal is to find a threshold value such that the noise is discarded and only

the marker is left over in the image. This is done by looking at the cumulated

histogram of the di"erence image (see figure 5.16 left). A suitable threshold is the

gray value for which only a small amount of pixels, corresponding to the marker

size, lie beyond (compare [GW01]).

After the di"erence image is thresholded we get a black and white image where it

is assumed in the first instance that only the markers are left over (see figure 5.16

middle). The algorithm determines now all 8-connected regions (see [GW01]).

This way pixels are combined to a region when they are in vertical, horizontal
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1 . ( b i , b o ) = ca l cu la t eMarke rCon f i gura t i on ( | | P c | | ) ;
2 . se tMarkerConf igurat ion ( b i , b o ) ;
3 . setMarkerPattern ( on s t a t e ) ;
4 . shootStereoImage ( ) ;
5 . setMarkerPattern ( o f f s t a t e ) ;
6 . shootStereoImage ( ) ;
7 . images=readImagesFromBuffer ( ) ;
8 . r e turn rotate Images ( images ) ;

Figure 5.14: Pseudo code of the di"erence image acquisition.

Figure 5.15: On state (left), o" state (middle), and di"erence (right) sub-image

of marker in left camera. The bright spot in the o" state image is a minor light

reflection on the white surface of the LED.

or diagonal neighborhood. For each region the corresponding bounding box is

calculated.

In the next step the bounding boxes are analyzed. In case they have side lengths

which are too big or too small or deviate significantly from each other the region

is discarded. Otherwise the center of the detected marker is determined by calcu-

lating the center of gravity of the corresponding region in the di"erential image.

Let an image I be defined as a mapping of pixel coordinates !Pp to normalized gray

values

I : Fp & [0; 1] (5.11)
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Figure 5.16: Histogram of di"erence image (left). Thresholded di"erence image

(middle). Bounding box in di"erence image and centroid of bounding box (right).

then the center of gravity or centroid of I is defined as

C(I) =

+ !PpI(!Pp)+
I(!Pp)

(5.12)

Thus, the centroid of the subimage containing the marker corresponds to the center

of the marker which is given in sub-pixel resolution. As the thresholding might

have cut o" the boarders of the marker in the di"erence image the bounding box

is slightly increased in size before calculating the centroid (see figure 5.16 right).

Figure 5.17 illustrates the functionality of the algorithm in pseudo code. The

whole algorithm is implemented in the Matlab file extractPossibleMarkers.m.

5.3.3 Marker Matching and Triangulation

When the position of the markers in the left and the right image are known they

can be matched and their location in the world reference frame can be calculated by

triangulation. As it was already mentioned in chapter 4.2.3 the problem of finding

correspondent points becomes easier in case of a parallel camera configuration with

no distortion. Although we have a parallel configuration in general, misalignments

can cause slight deviations. For this reason the marker locations are undistorted

and rotated to the virtual parallel configuration (compare chapter 4.2.4) before

they are matched.
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1 . ( grayImage on , grayImage o f f ) = co lo r2g ray ( image on , image o f f ) ;
2 . d i f f Image = grayImage on # grayImage o f f ;
3 . th r e sho ld = computeSuitableThreshold ( d i f f Image s ) ;
4 . bwImage = thresholdImage ( d i f f Images , th r e sho ld ) ;
5 . r e g i on s = labe l8ConnectedRegions ( bwImages ) ;
6 . f o r each reg i on
7 . boundingbox = computeBoundingBox ( r eg i on ) ;
8 . boundingbox = increaseDimens ion ( boundingbox ) ;
9 . c en t r o id = ca lcu la teCenterOfGrav i ty ( boundingbox , d i f f Image ) ;
10 . r e s u l t . add ( c en t r o id ) ;
11 . endfor
12 . re turn r e s u l t ;

Figure 5.17: Pseudo code of the marker detection algorithm.

After the marker positions are corrected they can be matched with the help of the

epipolar constraint. The constraint implies that for a parallel camera configuration

the epilines in the left and right image line up. Taking noise into account this means

that the deviation of y-coordinates is limited: $yn = |yl
n # yr

n| < %.

It is further assumed that the correspondent right point !P r
n for the left point

!P l
n is the closest one regarding the disparity d = xl

n # xr
n which meets the $yn

requirement. Using this information the matching can be performed by ordering

the marker according to their x-coordinate and match them subsequently like it is

illustrated in figure 5.18.

Occasionally slight movements of some objects during the di"erential image acqui-

sition might result in some additional detected marker positions. At this point the

localization software can not decide which point actually belongs to the marker

configuration. Hence, all possible triples of detected marker positions have to be

taken into account for the next step.

Figure 5.19 shows the result of the marker matching algorithm in a superposition of

the left and right camera image. Figure 5.20 outlines the whole algorithm in pseudo
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Figure 5.18: The possible marker locations in the left (black) and right (gray)

image are sorted by their x-coordinate (left figure). They are subsequently matched

in the order left to right (right figure). The third gray point is not matched because

it does not meet the epipolar constraint.

Figure 5.19: Superposition of left and right rectified camera image with illustrated

marker matching result.

code. The algorithm is implemented in the Matlab files matchAndTriangulate.m.

5.3.4 Marker Geometry Fitting

When the three markers are localized in the world reference frame, the pose of

the rover can be computed. In order to be able to determine the rover’s position

and orientation at least two marker locations have to be known. The third marker

acts as redundancy as the marker locations are typically not accurately known.

Moreover, the asymmetric configuration allows the determination of orientation in

a single step.
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1 . l e f tNorma l i z ed=no rma l i z ePa r a l l e l ( l e f tMarke r s ) ;
2 . r ightNormal ized=no rma l i z ePa r a l l e l ( r ightMarkers ) ;
3 . l e f t S o r t e d=so r t ( l e f tNormal i zed ,SORTBY X AXIS ) ;
4 . r i gh tSo r t ed=so r t ( r ightNormal ized ,SORTBY X AXIS ) ;
5 . f o r each centro idL in l e f t S o r t e d
6 . f o r each centro idR in r i gh tSo r t ed
7 . i f ( matchEpipolarConstra int ( centro idL , centroidR ) )
8 . markers . add ( t r i a n gu l a t e ( centro idL , centroidR ) ) ;
9 . r i gh tSo r t ed . d e l e t e ( centro idR ) ;
10 . break ;
11 . end i f
12 . endfor
13 . endfor
15 . re turn g ene r a t eTr i p l e s ( markers ) ;

Figure 5.20: Pseudo code of the marker matching and triangulation algorithm.

The three markers are mounted on the rover in an asymmetric line configuration

(see figure 5.21 top right). The distance from the back point !Pb to the middle point
!Pm is given by lbm. The distance from !Pm to the front point !Pf is given by lmf .

The asymmetry is described by lbm << lmf . This geometry has two advantages.

The first one is that this geometry is projection invariant. This means that a

line remains a line in the image of a pinhole projection. The second advantage

is that this geometry can easily be fitted to the observed marker locations. This

procedure is described in the following.

Let the observed noisy marker locations in the world reference frame be !P1, !P2,

and !P3. In general, these points are not perfectly lined up but form a triangle.

In the first step these points are assigned to the back, middle and front markers

of the rover. This is done by determining the longest side and the smallest side

of the triangle. The point which is adjacent to both the longest and the smallest

side corresponds to the back point and is labeled !Pb. The second point which is

adjacent to the longest distance is the front point and labeled !Pf . The third point
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corresponds to the middle point and is thus labeled with !Pm. Figure 5.21 (left)

illustrates the procedure.
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Figure 5.21: Detected noisy marker positions (top left). Assignments of back,

middle, and front markers (bottom left). Geometric configuration of real markers

(top right). Least square fit of marker configuration to detected marker positions

(bottom right).

We can now start to fit the marker geometry to the marker observation which is

given by

!Pb =

!

""#

xb

yb

zb

$

%%& ! Fw
!Pm =

!

""#

xm

ym

zm

$

%%& ! Fw
!Pf =

!

""#

xf

yf

zf

$

%%& ! Fw

We want to determine position and orientation of the rover. We define the rover’s

position by the point !P which is located at the middle marker. The orientation

is defined as a unit vector !O pointing from !P to the front marker describing the

rover’s yaw and pitch angle. Thus, the rover’s pose (except the roll angle) is

described by the following six coordinates.

!P =

!

""#

xp

yp

zp

$

%%& ! Fw
!O =

!

""#

xo

yo

zo

$

%%& ! Fw

The asymmetric line configuration of the marker points yield the following nine

equations
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xp # lbmxo = xb

yp # lbmyo = yb

zp # lbmzo = zb

xp = xm

yp = ym

zp = zm

xp + lmfxo = xf

yp + lmfyo = yf

zp + lmfzo = zf

which can be written in matrix form as

!

"""""""""""""""""#

1 0 0 #lbm 0 0

0 1 0 0 #lbm 0

0 0 1 0 0 #lbm

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 lmf 0 0

0 1 0 0 lmf 0

0 0 1 0 0 lmf

$

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%&

!

""""""""""#

xp

yp

zp

xo

yo

zo

$

%%%%%%%%%%&

=

!

"""""""""""""""""#

xb

yb

zb

xm

ym

zm

xf

yf

zf

$

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%&

(5.13)

We call the nine by six matrix the geometry matrix M . In a short form the former

equation can be written as

M

'
!P
!O

(
=

!

""#

!Pb

!Pm

!Pf

$

%%& (5.14)
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Multiplying both sides with the pseudo inverse of the geometry matrix (MT M)"1MT

results in

'
!P
!O

(
= (MT M)"1MT

!

""#

!Pb

!Pm

!Pf

$

%%& (5.15)

This solution for !P and !O is a least square fit minimizing the error e which is

defined as

e = ||M
'

!P
!O

(
#

!

""#

!Pb

!Pm

!Pf

$

%%& || (5.16)

The solution is in general a good estimation for the real pose of the rover. Note

that the orientation vector !O is not necessarily normalized in this solution so this

has to be done afterwards by calculating !On = !O/|| !O||. In case of false marker

detection the geometry fitting is performed for the whole list of marker triples. As

pose estimation the one with the smallest fitting error is taken. The algorithm is

implemented in the Matlab file matchMarkerConfiguration.m.

The whole algorithm which comprises all four steps is implemented in the Matlab

function localize.m.



Chapter 6

Results and Conclusions

In order to test the performance of the implemented localization system prototype

an experiment was performed. The goal of the experiment was to analyze the

systems accuracy and precision for short and long range position and orientation

estimation. The results are described in the following sections.

6.1 Experiment Setup

In order to analyze the system’s accuracy and precision the marker localization was

performed repeatedly for a set of fixed positions and orientations. Figure 6.1 (left)

shows the marker locations. After determining the marker pose at every location

the whole procedure was repeated 10 times. The resulting position estimations are

visualized in figure 6.1 (right). Figure 6.2 shows the pose estimations reprojected

on a superposition of the first and the last rectified camera image.

6.2 Accuracy and Precision

In the fields of science, accuracy is the degree of conformity of a measured or

calculated quantity to its actual value. In contrast to accuracy the term precision
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Figure 6.1: Experiment setup showing marker locations. The pattern is located

at 3 m distance to the stereo head (left). 3D visualization of measured locations

with respect to the left camera frame and rotated with tilt angle (right).

refers to the degree to which further measurements or calculations show the same

or similar results and is therefore also called reproducibility or repeatability.

In order to determine the system’s positioning accuracy the estimations of one

measurement cycle n ! [1; 10] were combined to estimations of the horizontal

line lengths ĥ1,n . . . ĥ4,n and vertical side lengths v̂1,n . . . v̂3,n. Those values were

subtracted from the actual values of 1 m and 1.5 m respectively. The estimations

of all N = 10 measurement cycles were combined by calculating the root mean

square deviation for each distance i = 1 . . . (3)4.

inacch
i =

,--. 1

N

N/

n=1

(1000# ĥi,n)2 (6.1)

inaccv
i =

,--. 1

N

N/

n=1

(1500# v̂i,n)2 (6.2)

The resulting values express the systems inaccuracy and are visualized in figure

6.3. It can be seen that all values are below 4 cm whereas the horizontal deviations

seem to decrease with distance. This can be explained due to the fact that with

increasing distance the common field of view gets wider and the marker is projected

more in the center of the camera images were less distortion is applied. Hence,

the position determination is more accurate. The inaccuracy values of the vertical

distance measurements increase with distance as expected.

In order to determine the system’s positioning precision the position estimations of

the left and right points P̂ l
i,n and P̂ r

i,n at distance i were combined by calculating the
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Figure 6.2: Reprojections of estimated marker board locations on the rectified

image of the left camera. The image shows a superposition of images showing the

marker at the front left and the back right setup.

root mean square deviation from the measurements mean values P̄ l
i = 1

N

+N
n=1 P̂ l

i,n

and P̄ r
i = 1

N

+N
n=1 P̂ r

i,n over all N cycles.

preci =

,--. 1

2N
(

N/

n=1

||P̄ l
i # P̂ l

i,n||2 +
N/

n=1

||P̄ r
i # P̂ r

i,n||2) (6.3)

The result is shown in figure 6.4. It can be seen that all values are located below

2 cm and increase with distance. The value preci can be seen as the standard

deviation & of the measurements at distance i. Assuming a normal distributed

estimation error one can say that since more than 95 % of the estimations P̂ for

one position P deviate at most 2& > ||P # P̂ || from P , the system can distinguish

two points correctly when the distance between them is bigger than 2·preci. Hence,

2 · preci defines the resolution of the system at distance i.
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Figure 6.3: Positioning inaccuracy showing the root mean square deviations inacch
i

and inaccv
i .

At last, the precision for orientation estimation was determined. This was done

analogous to preci by calculating the root mean square angular deviation between

the measured orientation vectors Ôl
i, Ôr

i and their mean values Ōl
i, Ōr

i .

apreci =

,--. 1

2N
(

N/

n=1

||Ōl
i · Ôl

i,n||2 +
N/

n=1

||Ōr
i · Ôr

i,n||2) (6.4)

The results are visualized in figure 6.5. It can be seen that the values are always

less than 12 ! and increase with distance.

6.3 Performance Demonstration

In order to demonstrate the system’s performance the moving marker board was

tracked continuously by the system. First, a rotational trajectory was tracked by

installing the marker board on a rotating o!ce chair as shown in figure 6.6. Figure

6.7 shows a translational trajectory produced by moving the o!ce chair within the

cameras field of view.
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Figure 6.4: Positioning precision showing the root mean square deviations from

the mean values preci.

6.4 Conclusions

Following the vision based navigation system design of the Sojourner and the

European Nanokhod rover a stereo vision based localization system for the Micro-

Rosa-2 rover was designed, implemented, and tested.

A stereo head consisting of two parallel standard webcams with a field of view of

50 ! and a stereo baseline of 40 cm were mounted on a tripod at 1.20 m height and

32 ! tilt angle. Active markers consisting of three extremely bright 8 mm LEDs

are controllable in brightness by an Atmel ATtiny2313 microcontroller which com-

municates with the lander based localization software. The markers are detected

within the stereo image pairs by first subtracting an o"-state image from an on-

state image before the image is thresholded by a dynamic threshold value and

connected regions are extracted. The exact marker positions are determined by

calculating their centroid in the di"erential image. After matching correspondent

marker locations in the left and right stereo images the marker 3D locations are

determined by triangulation. These points are finally matched to the real marker

geometry to get an estimation for the rover’s position and orientation.

The system’s performance was investigated in terms of positioning accuracy and

precision, determined from a set of 80 measurements in 10 cycles. The system
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Figure 6.5: Orientation precision showing the root mean square deviations from

the mean values apreci.

shows an inaccuracy of 4 cm at 7.5 m distance whereas the precision at the same

distance was determined at 2 cm. Thus, the system meets the accuracy require-

ments given by the Micro-RoSA-2 mission objectives.

Future work could include a recalibration of the stereo head with a big calibration

pattern. Moreover the outdoor performance of the system can be investigated.

Therefore it might be necessary to activate the extra LED ring on the marker

boards. Finally the stereo head could be attached to an automatic pan/tilt unit

which automatically tracks the rover based on the estimated position.
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Figure 6.6: Rotational trajectory of the marker board. Reprojection of estimated

marker locations on rectified camera image (left). 3D visualization of trajectory

with respect to left camera frame (right).
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jection of estimated marker locations on rectified camera image (left). 3D visual-

ization of trajectory with respect to left camera frame (right).
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